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Biblical Songbook 

 

“The First Fight?” 

5:2-9, (She) “I was sleeping (yashen), but my mind was alert. Listen 

(A sound)! My lover (beloved) (dodim) is knocking (douphaik); (He 

says to me) ‘Open (pithi) to me, my sister, my darling, my dove, my 

flawless one. My head is drenched with dew, my hair with the 

dampness of the night.’ (She) I have taken off my clothes – must (how 

could) I dress again? I have washed my feet – must (how could) I get 

them dirty again? My lover pushed his hand (yad) through the latch-

hole (hor); my organs were aroused (stirred, bowels were moved) 

(meeh) for him. I arose (stood-up) to open (pithi) for my lover, and my 

hands dripped with myrrh, my fingers with liquid myrrh on the 

handles of the lock. I opened (pithi) for my lover, but my lover had 

left; he was gone. My heart had gone out to him, when he turned and 

fled (spoke) (bedabbero). I looked for him, but did not find him. I 

called him, but he did not answer. The guards (watchmen) found me, 

those who make their rounds in the city. They struck me. They 

bruised me. They disrobed (lifted my garments from) me, those 

guards of the walls. I urge (adjure) you, O daughters of Jerusalem, if 

you find my lover (dodim), what should you say to him? That I am 

sick with love. (Daughters) How is your lover (beloved) better 

(different) (min) than others, most beautiful of women? How is your 

lover (beloved) (dodim) better than others, that you urge (charge) us 

so.” 

 

Key thoughts: This poem begins a new chapter in the relationship 

between our shepherd and poetess. The first half of the collections of poems has 

dealt with young love. The romancing of a young poetess by a young shepherd 

and their erotic enjoyment of each other, consummating with intercourse in the 

two verses of SS 4:16-5:1. 

One of the reasons the Song of Songs was given to us by our Lord was to 

counter the prevailing attitude of the cultures that surrounded the Old Testament 
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Church of sexual license. The Canaanite pagans were having all the sexual fun 

and the people of God were imprisoned by a twisted, non-biblical sexual ethic 

which taught, on one hand, that sex is morally dirty and enveloped in lust and 

physically repulsive through the misinterpretation of biblical passages dealing 

with “discharges/issue” (zob) and “emissions/seed of copulation” (zera) (c.f., 

Leviticus 15:16ff; 18:21; 19:20; Numbers 5:28). And on the other hand, the Church was 

mimicking the surrounding Canaanite culture, which deemed it okay to engage 

in random sex with anyone at any time, including worship time, including those 

outside the community of faith, because fruitfulness was a pagan sign of 

religious piety. It was a time of schizophrenic sex. 

We’re not sure when the Song of Song was written but many scholars 

believe that it was written during the United Kingdom of Solomon, not by 

Solomon, but during his reign. Solomon, for all his greatness, had a moral and 

spiritual problem with his harem of foreign women who did not follow Mosaic 

law in sexual matters. So his royal example from the palace was as a sexual 

libertine; we read of this in 1 Kings 11:1-8: 

“Now King Solomon loved many foreign women, along with the daughter of Pharaoh: Moabite, 

Ammonite, Edomite, Sidonian, Hittite women, from nations concerning which the LORD had said 

to the people of Israel, ‘You shall not enter into marriage with them, neither shall they with you, 

for surely they will turn away your heart after their gods.’ Solomon clung to these in love. He had 

700 wives, who were princesses, and 300 concubines. And his wives turned away his heart. . . . 

Solomon went after Ashtoreth the goddess of the Sidonians, and after Milcom the abomination of 

the Ammonites. . . Then Solomon built a high place for Chemosh the abomination of Moab, and 

for Molech the abomination of the Ammonites. . . And so he did for all his foreign wives, who 

made offerings and sacrificed to their gods.” 
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We see the long lasting national cultural and spiritual effect of King Solomon’s 

moral deterioration in King Josiah’s reforms 400 years later in 600 BC in 2 

Kings 23:7 (“And Josiah] broke down the houses of the male cult prostitutes who were in the house of 

the LORD, where the women wove hangings for the Asherah.”) And 2 Kings 23:13 specifically reiterates 

Solomon’s apostasy mentioned in 1 Kings 11:8. As Josiah worked his reforms, he replaced the 

temple prostitute culture with the vibrant and healthy biblical sexual culture 

contained in the Song of Songs. 

As the second half of the collection begins the woman’s voice will 

dominate the rest of the Song (80 lines out of the remaining 111 = 72%). We 

don’t know how long the time span is between 5:1 and 5:2. It could be just hours 

or days or years, but now we see a more mature, married couple. However long 

the time gap is, now begins the history of married life, and we have the first 

recorded fight between the two. We read some playful bantering in chapter 1 but 

this is a fight and flight situation. Verses 2 and 9, with similar references to her 

“lover” (dodim) form an inclusio for this particular poem. 

On one hand, the couple could be beginners in domestic battles. On the 

other hand, they could be practiced domestic fighters. I favor a young couple 

working through a disagreement, because in the next poem, the husband is still 

probably a young man. In any case, the fight happens in verses 2 and 3. In verse 
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2 the wife calls her husband “friend,” “partner,” “companion” (raya) for the first 

time in the collection. This is important. Many translations have her calling him 

“lover” or “beloved” which is linguistically acceptable, but :lover” tends to 

reduce the post-marriage/intercourse relationship between the two to a simple 

sexual connection rather than the intimate partnership and companionship which 

the new Hebrew term (raya) connotes. 

Remember, this is all in her dreams (“I was sleeping”). The Hebrew word 

for “sleep” (yashen) is in the linguistic form that indicates a continuing state of 

sleep. She is dreaming. 

We get a glimpse of the personalities of the shepherd-husband and the 

poetess-wife as the husband enthusiastically initiates sex (“knocks,” “pushes”) 

but she demurs. In SS 5:4 the Hebrew word for “hand” (yad) can be interpreted to mean the “male 

member” and the Hebrew term for “latch-hole” (hor) can mean “vagina.” In fact, she ignores and 

rejects. We see somewhat the same dynamics with King David and Michal. It is 

repeatedly stated that Michal loved David and David loved Michal, yet 2 Samuel 

6 records their fight. It happened that when David went enthusiastically prancing 

around as he brought the ark back to Jerusalem, Michal, David’s wife, “despised 

him in her heart.” Michal, from royal blood and social and political privilege, 

saw her exuberant shepherd-husband, showing his public passion for God in a 

disturbing and distinctly un-royal way. 
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In our dream poem, the husband (“partner,” “companion,” “friend”) 

(raya) comes to his wife for sex, taps (pushes, knocks) (daphaik, Genesis 33:13, 

“If [the nursing flocks and herds] are driven hard (overdrive) (dalophaik) for one day, all the flocks will 

die.”) her on the shoulder and wakes (arouses) her. The Hebrew word for “wakes” 

or “arouses” (meeh) has two meanings here: the husband wakes her up from her 

sleep and/or begins to sexually arouse her. The word denotes tumult or stirring 

or moaning or arousal, or even orgasm (Isaiah 16:11, “Therefore, my organs (meeh) 

moan like a lyre for Moab”; Jeremiah 4:19, “My bowels (meeh), my bowels (meeh) ! I writhe in pain; 

my heart is beating wildly. I cannot keep silent.” Jeremiah 31:20, “Therefore, my bowels (meeh) are 

troubled for him.” Genesis 15:4, “And behold, the word of the LORD came to him, ‘This man shall 

not be your heir; but he that will come out of your own bowels (meeh), shall be your heir.” 2 Samuel 

16:11, “And David said to Abishai and all his servants, ‘Behold, my son, who came forth from my 

bowels (meeh),’” Isaiah 48:19, “your offspring would have been like the sand, and your descendants 

(meeh) like its grains”). Whatever the interpretation, the shepherd “arouses” his wife 

by stringing together in verse 2 the most elaborate and affectionate terms of 

endearment in the entire collection (e.g., “my sister, my darling, my dove, my 

flawless one”), but his wife resists his blandishments and forceful urgings. The 

husband is coming home, perhaps after a long day of work, and is anxious for 

sexual intimacy. It’s important to him, and therefore he is a bit pushy. She seems 

to have her response down pretty pat - “must I?” “must I?” - at his passionate 
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flattering and cajoling and doesn’t want to be inconvenienced to engage in sex. 

The Hebrew word translated “could I” or “must I” or “what?” (ekaka) is a rare 

interrogative term and thus reflects astonished indignation and a petulant 

unwillingness to act rather than the impossibility of acting. (Deuteronomy 1:12, “Must 

I (ekaka) alone bear the load and burden of you and your strife?” Esther 8:6, “Must I (ekaka) endure to 

see the calamity which shall befall my people, and must I (ekaka) endure to see the destruction of my 

kindred.”). The wife appears unwilling to put herself to any trouble even for her 

relatively new husband. Perhaps she is mad that he didn’t come over sooner and 

now that he is here he is a bit too presumptively pushy. He is wanting intimacy 

and release, but she has a head ache. A possible paraphrasing of 5:2-3 might go 

like this: “(He) Sweetheart, let’s make love.(She) It’s a bit late and I am tired 

and comfortable right now.” 

In a poetic turn of phrase, the wife complains about getting dressed in 

order to accommodate her husband. “Hands” (yad) and “feet” (regel) are 

frequently used as euphemisms for both the male and the female sex organs. 

“Feet” for instance, is used in 2 Samuel 11 for the male sex organ in the story of 

David and Bathsheba. To hide his sin, King David told Uriah to go to Bathsheba 

and “wash his feet (regel).” David wasn’t talking about Uriah taking a bath. He 

was urging Uriah to impregnate his wife so that her pregnancy would be laid at 

the feet of Uriah, and not David. “Feet” is also used as a euphemism for the male 
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sex organ in Exodus 4:24-26; Judges 3:24; 1 Samuel 24:3; 2 Kings 18:27; 

Ruth 3:4, 7 and Isaiah 7:20, “In that day the LORD will shave with a razor . . .the head and the 

hair of the feet (regel), and it will sweep away the beard also.” Old Testament scholar Alec Motyer is sure the 

final word here in Isaiah is a euphemism for the male private parts since feet don’t have usually have much hair 

and “hair” is the same word as in the other euphemistic verses (Commentary on Isaiah, 1999), Isaiah 36:12. 

We have “feet” associated with the female genitalia in Deuteronomy 

28:57, “her afterbirth that comes out from between her feet”; Jeremiah 13:22, “your skirts are 

lifted up and your heels are exposed” and Ezekiel 16:25, “you spread your feet (regel) to every 

passerby and multiply your whorings.” 

“Hand” is also used as a sexual euphemism in the Bible, in Isaiah 57:8, 

10 (“far removed from me, you have uncovered yourself with them, you have loved (ahav) their bed, you 

have looked on their manhood (hand). . . You were tired out by the length of your road, yet you did not 

say, ‘It is hopeless.’ You found renewed strength (the life of your hand), therefore you did not faint.”).  

Also, “hands” and “feet” are used metaphorically for sex organs in 

Ugaritic love poems. 

The “little foxes” of SS 2:15 rear their ugly little heads in this new 

marriage. The new wife has been careless in her relationship (cf, parable of the 

10 virgins in Matthew 25:1-13). They are having their first recorded fight and 

it’s a doozy! We have in this poem an example of alienation and temporary loss. 

The disagreement, undoubtedly, took place in real time but remember, the wife 

is dreaming about it in her sleep. 
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She has second thoughts about sex, changes her mind and wants to 

welcome him in verse 5 (“I opened for my lover”). She likes his caressing in 

verses 4 and 5 and the she has a renewed interest in sex. But it is too late. The 

husband to protect himself emotionally, loses interest in intimacy, at least for the 

time being, and has rolled over to his side of the bed. She now laments that even 

though she had has intimate sex with him before (she has “opened” herself to 

him) her current attitude has tarnished the relationship - “my heart or soul went 

out to him, I swooned for him,” literally: “I died for him” (Genesis 35:18, “As her soul 

was departing (for she was dying)”; Psalm 146:4, “When his breath departs, he returns to the earth; on 

that very day his plans perish.”).  

Now comes one of the most difficult verses in the entire collection – the 

encounter with the guards or watchmen in verse 7. This is still a dream 

sequence. To interpret it otherwise would require that in the midst of poetic 

license comes a jarring plain historical, non-poetic narrative. That doesn’t make 

any sense. So the natural way of looking at the encounter with the guards is in a 

poetic frame of interpretation. The Hebrew word for “guard” here is shamar 

which can also be translated “keeper” or “watchman” or protector.” Yahweh was 

the “keeper of Israel” (Psalm 121:4). The “watchmen” or “guardians” of the city 

(Jerusalem) were Churchmen of standing and integrity (c.f., Psalm 130:6, “my soul waits 

for the LORD more than the watchmen for the morning, more than the watchmen for the morning.” 

Jeremiah 51:12, “Thus says the LORD, ‘Set up a standard against the walls of Babylon; make the watch 
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strong; set up watchmen (shamar); prepare the ambushes; for the LORD has both planned and done what 

he spoke concerning the inhabitants of Babylon.”; Isaiah 52:8, “The voice of your watchmen – they lift up 

their voice; together they sing for joy; for eye to eye they see the return of the LORD to Zion.” Isaiah 62:6, 

“On your walls, O Jerusalem, I have set watchmen (shamer); all the day and all the night they shall never 

be silent.”) so the idea that Jewish “guards” would abuse an Old Testament Church 

woman, even a woman of the night, without provocation is without biblical 

warrant. In 3:3 the woman, then younger, engages the guards in a friendly 

conversation asking for help. If one dates the Song of Song after the captivity 

then the “guards” would be Chaldeans and thus more prone to abuse an Israelite 

woman, but that is not the suggestion here. 

In her dream, she now gets out of bed, dresses and begins to search for 

him in public places. She thinks he may, with good cause, walk out on her. 

Foolish thought, but they are still getting to know each other. This is very similar 

to an earlier dream poem in SS 3:1-5, but more serious because then it was just 

in her imagination, in her thought life, now words between the two are involved 

– she is remembering a conversation which took place - (cf, Acts 12:9, “Peter followed 

him out of the prison, but he had no idea that what the angel was doing was really happening; he thought 

he was seeing a vision.”), and she is guilty of rejecting her husband, so in her sub-

conscience she is ashamed and she thinks she deserves to be chastised, similar to 

Jeremiah 13:22, “And if you say in your heart, ‘Why have these things come upon me?’ it is for the 

greatness of your iniquity that your skirts are lifted up and you suffer violence (body mistreated).” The 
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young wife is having an anxious dream in which she is being punished for 

sending her husband away (c.f., Ilana Pardes, Countertraditions in the Bible, A Feminist Approach, 

1993; Donald Polaski, “What Will Ye See in the Shulammite,” 1993). Her mind is troubled over the 

fight and takes her into unwarranted territory. 

In her dream, she wants him back for another chance, but she does not 

find him. Rather she is found by the local police who treat her harshly with 

abuse. Now there is no biblical evidence that Church women at night ever 

received this kind of treatment. It is a slander against the Old Testament Church 

to argue that the Church approved of violence against any woman, even if it is 

fictitious and poetic. We know that bad people and things can happen under the 

cover of darkness and that night can be a dangerous place on the streets (c.f., 

Ruth 3:13; Psalm 10:8-9; Psalm 59:6; Micah 7:2; Obadiah 5, Luke 10:29). This 

could be the “terrors of the night” spoken of in SS 3:8. 

This is a disturbing story in the poem, even if it is completely in the 

poetess dream. The Bible offers no explanation or justification and no matter 

how one looks at it, it is bothersome. This incident is the worm in the garden of 

erotic delights. It gives us the same uneasy feeling as the earlier encounter with 

the watchmen in SS 3:1-3 and with her brothers in SS 1:6. In a sense, the wife’s 

dream of separation demonstrates the emotional power of love in our thought 

life. 
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We’ve seen the descriptive phrase, “daughters of Jerusalem” before (SS 

2:7; 3:5, 10-11), and the phrase will appear again in the collection (SS 5:8, 16; 

8:4), and should be taken to be the same group as “daughters of Zion” (SS 3:11) 

and “young women” or “chorus” or “others” (SS 1:8; 5:9; 6:1). This appellation 

is used by our young poetess as a mirror to her own thoughts and emotions as a 

young female Jerusalemite. In a sense, depending on the context, this “chorus” is 

a straw-man (or straw-woman) enabling her to vent and express herself, 

poetically, in a hypothetical conversation with imaginary friends. Notice that this 

time, the oath is not done in the name of wild animals, but just the urging itself. 

An improvement over the pre-wedding oath done in the name of “deers” and 

“gazelles,” and a sign of spiritual maturity. 

In any case, she tells herself that when (if?) she finds her husband, she is 

going to tell him that she is sorry and “sick (weak) (chalah) with love” for him 

and she wants him to come back to her (verse 6). She really is not indifferent to 

him and that he is really not an inconvenience to her. Being indifferent is worse 

that hating, because being indifferent means one doesn’t even care enough to 

feel emotions. At least in hating there is an object to hate. So she is very sorry. 

We’ve seen her “sickness unto love” physical reaction before in the collection 

(SS 2:5, “I am faint with love”), and its the second time in this particular poem 

that she is swooning over him. She has already said “my heart had gone out to 
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him” in vs. 4. 

In her dream, the “Church women” suggest that the reaction of her 

husband (“your lover”) is no different than any man would have (“how is your 

beloved better or different than any other rejected husband?”). She replies to 

herself: “Girl, you reject him and you lose him. Realize what you’ve got” (cf, SS 

1:6; 6:1). Or as Jack Jones would sing in the Bacharach/David ballad, “Wives 

and Lovers,” 

“Hey, little girl, comb your hair, fix your makeup. Soon he will open 

the door. Don't think because there's a ring on your finger you 

needn't try anymore. For wives should always be lovers too, run to his 

arms the moment he comes home to you, I'm warning you.” 

 

Granted, this song was written in l963, pre political-correctness-fever, but 

biblically correct, according to the Song of Songs. 

The rest of chapter 5 and 6 contains the happy news that the husband was 

never really lost (SS 6:2), he was only on his side of the bed - and all is well. 

As the second half of the Song collection begins, we see from the very 

beginning that marriage does not automatically solve relationship issues. It is 

easy to forget what brought the man and woman together and how special each 

is to the other. The delight of sexual intimacy flows from tender love and must 

be nourished and treasured as a gift from God, because it doesn’t happen 

automatically or easily. First there is love and the accompanied tenderness, then 
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there is biblical sex. 

"Wives and Lovers" 

"Wives and Lovers" is a 1963 Tin Pan Alley song by Burt Bacharach and Hal 

David. It has been recorded by numerous vocalists, instrumentalists and 

ensembles, but most notably by Jack Jones in 1963 which earned him the 

Grammy Award for Best Male Vocal Performance. The Jones recording peaked 

at #14 on the “Hot 100” and #9 on the “Easy Listening” chart. It was Jones’ 

biggest hit of his illustrious career. "Wives and Lovers" is a song of advice to 

married women, to stay attractive and attentive to their husbands to avoid their 

husbands straying with "girls at the office". The song originated when 

Bacharach and David were asked to write a song with the title "Wives and 

Lovers" as a promotional tie-in for the 1963 Oscar-nominated film, Wives and 

Lovers starring Janet Leigh and Van Johnson. The hit song, interestingly 

enough, was not to appear in the movie but intended simply to promote the film, 

which it did. 
“Hey, little girl, comb your hair Fix your make-up, soon he will open the door Don't think because 

there's a ring on your finger You needn't try any more. For wives should always be lovers too 

Run to his arms the moment he comes home to you, I'm warning you Day after day, there are 

girls at the office and the men will always be men Don't send him off with your hair still in 

curlers, you may not see him again. Wives should always be lovers too Run to his arms the 

moment he comes home to you He's almost here, hey, little girl, better wear something pretty 

Something you wear to go to the city. Dim all the lights, pour the wine Start the music, time to get 

ready for love It's time to get ready for love, yes, it's time to get ready for love It's time to get 

ready, kick your shoes off, baby.” 

(“Wives and Lovers” performed by Jack Jones)(2:29) 

 

“Every Time We Say Goodbye” 

"Ev'ry Time We Say Goodbye" is a 1944 song by Cole Porter for the Billy Rose's musical revue, Seven Lively 

Arts. The song has since become a jazz standard. Many artists have replaced the apostrophe in "ev'ry" with an 

"e". The lyrics celebrate how very happy the singer is when in the company of their beloved, but suffering 

equally whenever they separate: “Every time we say goodbye, I die a little. Every time we say goodbye, I 

wonder why a little.” The most famous moment in this farewell song is when the lyrics tell of the emotions 

moving from major to minor the music changes from major to minor. Porter ingeniously begins the phrase with 

an Ab major chord and ends it with an A♭ minor one, matching the mood of the music to the words.  

“Every time we say goodbye, I die a little Every time we say goodbye, I wonder why a little Why 

the gods above me, who must be in the know think so little of me that they allow you go. When 

your near there's such an air of Spring about it I can hear a lark somewhere begin to sing about it 

There's no love song finer but how strange The change from major to minor Every time we say 

goodbye.” 

(“Every Time We Say Goodbye” performed by Diane Krall)(5:19) 

 

“Our Love Affair” 

“Our Love Affair” is a 1940 ballad written by Roger Edens and Arthur Freed for the Mickey Rooney/Judy 

Garland teen movie Strike up the Band – it was one of 10 iconic movies that the two young superstars would 

make together. The Academy Award nominated song has two teenagers, in a duet, promising their true love into 

old age, even after quarrels and fusses: “Our love affair was meant to be, it's me for you dear, and you for 

me. We'll fuss, we'll quarrel and tears start to brew, but after the tears, our love will smile through.” In the 
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movie Rooney was showing Garland how the song would be staged and he arranged fruit on a dining room table 

to illustrate all the members of the large orchestra that he was going to gather to back up Garland’s singing. As 

the song progressed the fruit magically turned into members of the orchestra in a stunning Busby Berkeley type 

sequence. Early popular recordings were made by Frank Sinatra and Ray Eberle but one must really see the 

movie clip of Rooney and Garland to get the joy of the song. Decades later (1963), Garland and Rooney reprised 

the song on Ms. Garland’s television show. 

“Our love affair was meant to be, it's me for you dear, and you for me We'll fuss, we'll quarrel 

and tears start to brew but after the tears our love will smile through. I'm sure that I could never 

hide The thrill I get when you're by my side And when we're older we'll proudly declare, wasn't 

ours a lovely love affair.” 

(“Our Love Affair” performed by  

 

“Red Roses for a Blue Lady” 

"Red Roses for a Blue Lady" is a 1948 Tin Pan Alley song by Sid Tepper and Roy C. Bennett (Roy Brodsky). 

The best-selling 1948 recording was made by Vaughn Monroe and His Orchestra. It first reached the Billboard 

charts in 1949 and lasted 19 weeks on the chart, peaking at #4. Another recording was made by Guy Lombardo 

in 1948 and his record reached the Billboard charts and lasted 13 weeks on the chart, peaking at #10. The song 

was revived in 1965 by vocalists Vic Dana (#2) and Wayne Newton (#23) and instrumentalist Bert Kaempfert 

(#11). All three versions reached Billboard's “Easy Listening” chart, the highest peaking at #2. The lyrics tell the 

story from the viewpoint of a man speaking to a florist. He is purchasing flowers to give to the woman he loves, 

after a tiff. Red roses are associated with romance, and the man hopes that the gift of several red roses will help 

resolve the quarrel he has had with his sweetheart. The singer refers to his sweetheart as the sweetest gal in town 

and hopes that this floral gift will brighten up her mood and soften up her current attitude toward him. In the last 

verse, this fellow tells the florist that if the rose bouquet helps smooth things over with his sweetheart, he will go 

back to the florist's shop to purchase an orchid corsage for the lady's wedding gown, thus stating he plans to 

propose to her once their differences are set aside. Romance leads to marriage. 

“I want some red roses for a blue lady Mister Florist, take my order please We had a silly quarrel 

the other day I hope these pretty flowers, chase her blues away. Wrap up some red roses for a 

blue lady Send them to the sweetest gal in town And if they do the trick, I'll hurry back to pick 

Your best white orchid for her wedding gown. I want some red roses for a blue lady Mister 

Florist, take my order please We had a silly quarrel the other day I hope these pretty flowers, 

chase her blues away. Wrap up some red roses for a blue lady Send them to the sweetest gal in 

town And if they do the trick, I'll hurry back to pick Your best white orchid for her wedding 

gown.” 

 

“I Didn’t Mean a Word I Said” 

“I Didn’t Mean a Word I Said” is an credited song written in 1946 by Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson for 

the movie Do You Love Me, starring Maureen O'Hara and Dick Haymes and trumpeter, Harry James. The sad 

song is sung by the singing sensation Haymes backed by the top ranked James orchestra. The Sammy Kaye 

Orchestra, “Swing and Sway with Sammy Kaye” beat Haymes and James to the recording studio in l946 with the 

first popular recording. 

 “I didn't mean a word I said And if I hurt you I'm sorry I didn't mean to lose my head And if 

made you cry I'm sorry It was just another foolish quarrel Won't you end it with a kiss and Just 

remember this Except the time I said I love you I didn't mean a word I said I didn't mean a word 

I said. I didn't mean a word I said And if I hurt you I'm so so sorry so so so sorry I didn't mean to 

lose my head And if made you cry I'm sorry It was just another foolish quarrel Won't you end it 

with a kiss and Just remember this Except the time I said I love you I didn't mean a word I said I 

didn't mean a word I said.” 

(“I Didn’t Mean a Word I Said” performed by Ella Fitzgerald) 

 

 “Dream of Life” 

“Dream of Life” is a 1939 song by Luther Henderson and jazz singer/composer, Carmen MacRae. Born in 

Harlem in 1920, Ms. MacRae was attracted to jazz as a young girl. As an 19 year old teenager, she came to the 

attention of the giant jazz pianist, Teddy Wilson. He was so impressed with her ability as a pianist and as a 
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songwriter, that he made sure one of her early songs, “Dream of Life“, was recorded by her idol, Billie Holiday. 

Mr. Henderson was 20 years old at the time and had grown-up in Harlem and was a prominent American 

arranger, composer, orchestrator, and pianist. 

“My life was empty when you went away Even the blue skies above had turned gray 

But now that you've come back My dream of life is here to stay Those little quarrels that tore us 

apart Oh, gee, I can see They were wrong from the start But now that you've come back My 

dream of life is here to stay.” 

 

“Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off” 

"Let's Call the Whole Thing Off" is a song written by George and Ira Gershwin for the 1937 Astaire/Rogers’ film 

Shall We Dance. It was introduced by Mr. Astaire and Ms. Rogers as part of a celebrated dance duet on roller 

skates in Central Park. The song is most famous for its “You like to-may-toes and I like to-mah-toes” and other 

verses comparing their different regional dialects. The differences in pronunciation are not simply regional, 

however, but serve more specifically to identify class differences between the two dancers. The song was ranked 

No. 34 on AFI's 100 Years... 100 Songs. The song has been performed in numerous movies and television 

shows, most notably in the 1989 movie When Harry Met Sally, where it is performed by Harry Connick, Jr. 

“Things have come to a pretty pass Our romance is growing flat For you like this and the other 

While I go for this and that. Goodness knows what the end will be Oh I don't know where I'm at 

It looks as if we two will never be one Something must be done. You say either and I say either 

You say neither and I say neither Either, either neither, neither Let's call the whole thing off. You 

like potato and I like potahto You like tomato and I like tomahto Potato, potahto, tomato, 

tomahto Let's call the whole thing off. But oh, if we call the whole thing off Then we must part 

And oh, if we ever part then that might break my heart. So if you like pyjamas and I like 

pyjahmas I'll wear pyjamas and give up pyajahmas For we know we need each other so we Better 

call the whole thing off Let's call the whole thing off. You say laughter and I say larfter You say 

after and I say arfter Laughter, larfter after arfter Let's call the whole thing off. You like vanilla 

and I like vanilla You saspiralla, and I saspirella Vanilla vanella chocolate strawberry Let's call 

the whole thing off. But oh if we call the whole thing off then we must part And oh, if we ever 

part, then that might break my heart. So if you go for oysters and I go for ersters I'll order oysters 

and cancel the ersters For we know we need each other so we Better call the calling off off Let's 

call the whole thing off. You say either (and you say either) You say neither (and you say neither) 

Either, (either), neither (neither) Let's call the whole thing off. You like potato (and you like 

potahto) You like tomato (and you like tomahto) Potato (potahto), tomato (tomahto) Let's call the 

whole thing off. But oh, if we call the whole thing off Then we must part And oh, if we ever part 

then that might break my heart. So if you like pyjamas (pyjahmas) I'll wear pyjamas (you got 

pyajahmas) For we know we need each other so we Better call the calling off off Let's call the 

whole thing off Let's call the whole thing off.” 

 

"Lover, Come Back To Me!" 

The 1928 Sigmund Romberg/Hammerstein song, “Lover, Come Back to Me” was described as a “hot, torch 

psalm” which is pretty accurate for the gentle, yet passionate love ballad. Romberg wrote the song for Evelyn 

Herbert to sing in Romberg’s operetta, The New Moon. Ms. Herbert rejected the song because she wanted an aria 

to strut her stuff. Mr. Romberg rewrote the ending, adding three high notes for her to sing. She liked it, sang it 

and it became a perennial hit, selling over one million copies of sheet music in 1928. The lyrics include: “The 

moon was new and so was love. This eager heart of mine was singing, lover where can you be?  You came 

at last, love had its day. That day is past, you've gone away This aching heart of mine is singing, “Lover 

come back to me!” Classic music buffs will note shades of Tchaikovsky in this evergreen. In 1952 Billie 

Holliday recorded the songbacked up by the great Oscar Peterson on the piano. 

“You went away, I let you,  We broke the ties that bind;  I wanted to forget you and leave the past 

behind.  Still, the magic of the night I met you seems to stay forever in my mind.  The sky was 

blue and high above The moon was new and so was love. This eager heart of mine was singing 

lover where can you be?  You came at last, love had its day that day is past you've gone away This 

aching heart of mine is singing “Lover come back to me!”  When I remember every little thing 

You used to do I'm so lonely Every road I walked along I walked along with you No wonder I am 
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lonely The sky is blue The night is cold The moon is new But love is old And while I'm waiting 

here This heart of mine is singing  “Lover come back to me!” 

(“Lover Come Back to Me” performed by Billie Holiday) 
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Biblical Songbook 

 “The Man I Love” 

5:10-16, (She) “My lover (dodi) is radiant and ruddy (adom), 

outstanding (a standard bearer) (dagal) among ten thousand. His 

head is purest gold; his hair is wavy and black as a raven. His eyes are 

like doves by the water streams, washed in milk, mounted like jewels. 

His cheeks are like beds of spice yielding perfume. His lips are like 

lilies dripping with myrrh. His arms are rods of gold set with 

chrysolite. His member (body) (meim) is like polished ivory tusk 

decorated with sapphires. His legs are pillars of marble set on bases of 

pure gold. His appearance (face) (mareh) is like Lebanon, choice as its 

cedars. His mouth (speech) (hikko) is sweetness itself; he is altogether 

lovely and desirable (machmad). This is my lover (dodi), this is my 

friend (darling) (raya), O daughters of Jerusalem.” 

 

Key thoughts:  To the previous rhetorical question in verse 9, “What is so 

special about your husband”? the wife replies with this physical description of 

her still young husband. This poem runs from 5:10 to 16 which uses “my lover 

(beloved)” to form an inclusio. This is the woman’s sole Wasf of her man. She 

starts out by giving a general compliment that he is uniquely handsome 

(“outstanding among 10,000”) and she will end her Wasf with the same 

sentiment: “he is altogether lovely and desirable”. The Bible speaks of other 

handsome men who are “beautiful in form” - Joseph – Genesis 39:6; Saul – 1 Samuel 

9:1-2; David – 1 Samuel 16:12; Absalom - 2 Samuel 14:25; Eliab – 1 Samuel 16:6-7; Daniel - 

Daniel 1:4. Our poetess starts down her husband’s body, specifically extolling his 

physique with god-like imagery, just like he did with her goddess-like attributes 

in the previous chapter 4. He there made the same summary inventory of her and 
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he will do so again in SS 6:9 and 7:6. It appears that for all our sophistication 

and worldliness, we American Christians tend to be more prudish than our Old 

Testament spiritual brothers and sisters. At one point, in her description the wife 

mentions her husband’s meim which is usually translated in this passage the 

man’s “belly” or “stomach” because of our Western sensibilities, but when the 

Hebrew word is used with the female body it is translated “uterus” or “seat of 

generation” or “womb” (Genesis 15:4, “And behold, the word of the LORD came unto 

[Abraham], saying, ‘This shall not be thine heir; but he that shall come forth out of thine own bowels shall 

be thine heir.”; Genesis 25:23, “And the LORD said unto her, ‘Two nations are in thy womb (beten), 

and two manner of people shall be separated from thy bowels (meim)”; Numbers 5:22, ”;Ruth 

1:11, “And Naomi said, ‘Turn again my daughters: why will you go with me? Are there yet any more 

sons in my womb?”; 2 Samuel 7:12, “2 Samuel 16:11, “And David said to Abishai, and to all 

the servants, ‘Behold my son which came forth from my bowels’; 2 Chronicles 32:21, “And when 

he was come into the house of his god, they that came forth of his own bowels slew him there with the 

sword.”, Psalm 71:6, “ Isaiah 48:19, “Your seed also had been as the sand, and the offspring of 

your bowls”; Isaiah 49:1, “Listen to me, O coastlands, and give attention you peoples from afar. ‘The 

LORD called me from the womb (beten), from the uterus (meah) of my mother he named my name.’”). 

We may see the same erotic euphemistic use of an object here – “stomach” - as 

we have with “hand” or “feet” in prophetic passages (c.f., Isaiah 57:8, “You have 

loved their lying down, you have looked on their hand (manhood),” Isaiah 57:10, “you have found 
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renewed strength (Literally: the life of your hand). Therefore, you did not faint”; Jeremiah 5:31, 

“Raise your battle cry against her on every side! She has given herself (her hand) up, her pillars have 

fallen,” “The prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests rule on their own (Literally: over their own 

hand)”; Jeremiah 50:15, “Raise your battle cry against her on every side! She has given herself (her 

hand) up, her pillars have fallen”). In our wife’s description of her husband, Kemper 

Longman sees the phrase – meim - as not suggesting “stomach” but rather the 

man’s erotic member because an “ivory tusk” does not describe a “stomach.” As 

Longman points out, 

“If the husband’s description of his wife includes references to her breasts 

and vagina, why are we surprised or shocked that she delights in his erect 

penis?” (Allender/Longman, God Loves Sex, 2014). 

 

Commentators note the Bible references the male sex organ (penis = hand, yad) 

throughout its pages without embarrassment or quibbling: Leviticus 15:2; 

Leviticus 22:4; Numbers 5:2, “When any man had a bodily discharge”; Numbers 5:16, 

18, “When a man has an emission of semen”; Deuteronomy 23:10, “nocturnal emission”; 

Deuteronomy 25:11, “she reaches out and seizes him by his private parts (“secrets”)”; Ezekiel 

23:8, “poured out their lust upon her”; Ezekiel 23:20, “whose genitals (pilagesim) were like those of 

donkeys and who emission was like of horses.” 

In verse 15b we have the husband’s “appearance” or “face” compared to Lebanon. The Hebrew word 

(mareh) can mean appearance or countenance with an emphasis on the “face.” The Hebrew word is used for 

“face” earlier in SS 2:14 and in Ecclesiastes 6:9. Since verse 16 is till describing his facial features, I like staying 

with a particular physical feature rather than describing his general mien. The comparison with “Lebanon” may 

refer to Lebanon’s “beauty” (Isaiah 60:13) or “majesty” (Isaiah 35:2) or “fragrance” (Hosea 14:6). 
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The wife ends this poem in verse 16 by recognizing that her husband’s 

“mouth” or “speech” is sweet. This has a double meaning. She has been talking 

about his appearance up to this point and this is could be a reference to the shape 

of his mouth. Or, she may be commenting on the sweetness of his kisses going 

back to SS 1:2! His mouth is like “honey.” What a difference from what Job 

thinks his wife thinks of him: “my breath is offensive (strange) to my wife” 

(Job 19:17). Commentators are split between whether or not this Jobian 

reference is to the great man’s halitosis or to offensive conversation or to the 

offensiveness his very life. Regardless, it is an interesting verse in Job. Or our 

poetess may be transitioning to his general persona, which would include 

“sweet” speech, and her summation then, is that everything about him is lovely: 

his body, his demeanor, his speech.  

We have just had back to back descriptions of the physical attributes of 

both husband and wife. For the spouse that wants to be appreciated for his/her 

personality or character or intelligence or spirituality, that is well and good, but 

the body given to one by the LORD (c.f., Psalm 22:9-10, “Yet you are he who took me from 

the womb; you made me trust you at my mother’s breasts; On you was I cast from my birth, and from my 

mother’s womb you have been my God.” Psalm 94:9, “He who planted the ear, does he not hear? He who 

formed the eye, does he not see?” Psalm 139:13-16, “For you formed my inward parts . . . .” Isaiah 44:2, 

“Thus says the LORD who made you, who formed you from the womb and will help you”, 44:24, “Thus 

says the LORD, your redeemer, who formed you from the womb;” Jeremiah 1:5, “Before I formed you in 
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the womb I knew you, and before you were born I consecrated you.”) should also be an object of 

admiration and desire, and you spouses should tell your spouse that you 

appreciate how they maintain that god-given asset. Remember, our girl poet-

now-wife, was no raving beauty. According to contemporary beauty standards, 

set by Jerusalem urbanites, she was swarthy, tough-skinned, probably a little 

rough-looking and tribal, not delicate and fragile and pale like the Jerusalem and 

Tirzah Vogue city girls. But to her young man, she was a #10 and drop dead 

good-looking. 

This particular poem ends on a sweet and charming but profound note. 

She starts her description in verse 10 of her husband by referring to him as her 

“lover” (dodim) and ends by referring to him as my “friend” or “partner” (raya) 

– two very different Hebrew words. The marriage has now matured beyond 

passionate kissing, caressing and sex, to partnering in the affairs of life. We now 

have something more than sexual compatibility and excitement. We have 

“companionship” (cf, Psalm 45:14). And still, the husband is sexually 

“desirable” (machmad) to his wife. She describes him literally in the Hebrew: 

“his entirety is delight” (SS 5:16) which is exactly what he called her in SS 4:7 

as he describes her wedding appearance. – “you are altogether lovely.” We have 

a lovely mutual admiration society. 

“The Man I Love” 
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"The Man I Love” was written by George and Ira Gershwin, and was originally 

named “The Girl I Love,” as part of the 1924 score for the Gershwin musical 

Lady, Be Good. The song was deleted from Lady Be Good as well as from both 

the 1927 anti-war musical satire Strike Up the Band and 1928 

Ziegfeld/Romberg/Gershwin Broadway hit, Rosalie. Despite such setbacks, the 

homeless composition had become popular in London and Paris as Lady 

Mountbatten, a Gershwin friend, had returned to Europe from New York with a 

copy of the sheet music. Slower to catch on in the United States, the popularity 

of “The Man I Love” began with a 1927 recording by Marion Harris which rose 

to #5 on the charts. The song’s popularity crested in 1928 with 5 recordings on 

the pop charts in the same year. The ballad’s checkered past stemmed more from 

the fact that as a moody torch song it just didn’t fit in a lively musical comedy 

stage. Standing alone “The Man I Love” was wonderful, but in a show it brought 

the action to a near standstill. The Gershwin lyrics include: “Someday he'll 

come along, the man I love and he'll be big and strong, the man I love. And 

when he comes my way, I'll do my best to make him stay. He'll look at me 

and smile, I'll understand and in a little he’ll take my hand.” The song did 

form the basis for the 1947 film, The Man I Love starring Ida Lupino. It has 

become one of Gershwin brother’s biggest hits, and here is the great Ella to do it 

justice. It was recorded thirty years later, in 19,58 with the marvelous Nelson 

Riddle Orchestra, amazingly marking the first time that Ms. Fitzgerald and Mr. 

Riddle had worked together. Ira Gershwin was still alive to see this record 

project complete. It was these recording sessions that led Mr. Gershwin to 

famously say that he had "never known how good our songs were until I heard 

Ella sing them". 
“Someday he'll come along The man I love And he'll be big and strong The man I love And when 

he comes my way I'll do my best to make him stay. He'll look at me and smile I'll understand And 

in a little while He'll take my hand And though it seems absurd I know we both won't say a word. 

Maybe I shall meet him Sunday, maybe Monday, maybe not Still I'm sure to meet him one day 

Maybe Tuesday will be my good news day. He'll build a little home Just meant for two From 

which I'd never roam Who would, would you? And so all else above I'm waiting for the man I 

love.” 

(“The Man I Love” performed by Ella Fitzgerald)(3:50) 

 
“Personality” 

"Personality" is a 1946 song written by Johnny Burke and Jimmy Van Heusen for the film, Road to Utopia, 

starring Bing Crosby and Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour. The song became a #1 Billboard hit for lyricist, 

Johnny Mercer in 1946. Ms. Lamour was between record contracts at the time of the film's release, so she did not 

record the song herself until years later. Bing Crosby also recorded the song in 1946, and his version reached the 

#9 in the Billboard charts in 1946. The lyrics are humorous, and slightly suggestive for the 1940s, employing the 

word "personality" as an obvious euphemism for a woman's voluptuous figure. Rewritten versions of the song 

have been used as commercial jingles. The most notable was "Wessonality," an advertisement for Wesson 

cooking oil. Here is Mr. Mercer with the Pied Pipers backed up by the terrific Paul Weston Orchestra in 1946. 
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“When Madam Pompadour was on a ballroom floor Said all the gentlemen "Obviously," "The 

madam has the cutest personality." And think of all the books about do Barry's looks What was it 

made her the toast of Paree? She had a well-developed personality. What did Romeo see in Juliet? 

Or Figaro in Figarette? Or Jupiter in Juno? You know! And when Salome danced and had the 

boys entranced. No doubt it must have been easy to see That she knew how to use her personality. 

A girl can learn to spell and take dictation well And never sit on the boss's left knee Unless she's 

got a perfect personality. A girl can get somewhere in spite of stringy hair Or even just a bit 

bowed at the knee If she can show a faultless personality. Why are certain girls offered certain 

things Like sable coats and wedding rings? By men who wear their spats right? (That's right!). So 

don'tcha say "I'm smart and have the kindest heart. "Or "what a wonderful sister I'd be." Just 

tell me how you like my "Rufff! (Personality). Baby, you've got the cutest Personality!!” 

(“Personality” performed by Johnny Mercer and the Pied Pipers)(2:49) 

 

 “Someday My Prince Will Come” 

The American Songbook has similar usage in some of its songs. In 1937 Frank Churchill and Larry Morey wrote 

a song for Walt Disney for his animated film Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs called “Someday My Prince 

Will Come,” and it tells of servant girl, Ms. White’s longing for a fulfilled life with the love of her life, her 

prince charming. Until he comes along, she is waiting, sad and lonely. Walt Disney marketed the soundtrack 

album to promote his movie, which was the first time that a soundtrack marketing strategy had been done for any 

film, much less a cartoon. 21 year old newcomer Adriana Caselotti sang the Snow White song in the film and in 

1994 she was named a “Disney Legend,” the first woman to be so named. In 1937, she was under contract with 

Disney, and Mr. Disney prevented her from appearing in further films and other media, even for the Disney 

Corporation, after Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.
 
Jack Benny once asked Disney for permission to use Ms. 

Caselotti on his radio show and was told, "I'm sorry, Jack, but that voice can't be used anywhere. I don't want to 

spoil the illusion of Snow White." The illusion was rewarded because amazingly, the American Film Institute 

recognized this song as #19 on the 100 greatest movie songs, ever. Now, if you are skeptical of composer Frank 

Churchill’s musical ability, remember that he wrote the blockbuster “Whose Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf” sung 

by three little oinkers in the 1933 Disney cartoon, Three Little Pigs.  “My Prince” became a standard in the 

American Songbook when Dave Brubeck recorded it in the late 1950s, but the best instrumental version is done 

by the great trumpeter Miles Davis and his sextet in l961 on an album, aptly named, Someday My Prince Will 

Come. But here is the original, sung by the forgotten Ms. Caselotti in 1937 – we even get come 1937 cartoon 

dialogue as a bonus: 

“Someday my prince will come Someday I'll find my love And how thrilling that moment will be 

When the prince of my dreams comes to me He'll whisper, I love you And steal a kiss or two 

Though he's far away I'll find my love someday Some day when my dreams come true Someday 

I'll find my love Someone to call my own And I'll know her the moment we meet For my heart 

will start skipping a beat Someday we'll say and do Things we've been longing to Though he's far 

away I'll find my love someday Some day when my dreams come true. Somewhere waiting for me 

There is someone I'm longing to see Someone I simply can't help but adore Someone who'll thrill 

me forever Someday my prince will come Someday I will find the one Though he's far away I'll 

find my love someday Some day when my dreams come true Oh, please make my dreams come 

true.” 

(“Someday My Prince Will Come” performed by Adriana Caselotti)(1:53) 

 

“Someone to Watch Over Me” 

In 1926 the Gershwin boys wrote “Someone to Watch over Me” for their musical Oh, Kay. Gertrude Lawrence 

sang it to a rag doll that George Gershwin had purchased in a Philadelphia toy store before the dress rehersal. 

The doll was a stand-in for an illusive boyfriend. The song has become a standard with its famous 5 notes in a 

scale (either just the black notes or the white notes minus the 4
th

 and 7
th 

– pentatonic scale. Another famous 

pentatonic scaled song is Duke Ellington’s “In a Sentimental Mood.”) Ira, slowly recovering from an 

appendectomy, had the help of another great lyricist, Howard Dietz, for collaboration on this gem. Ella 

Fitzgerald gave it the final rendition in l950 accompanied by the romantic pianist, Ellis Larkins: 

“There's a saying old Says that love is blind Still we're often told "Seek and ye shall find" So I'm 

going to seek A certain lad I've had in mind. Looking everywhere haven't found him yet He's the 
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big affair I cannot forget Only man I ever think Of with regret. I'd like to add his initial to my 

monogram Tell me Where is the shepherd For this lost lamb? There's a somebody I'm longin' to 

see I hope that he turns out to be someone to watch over me. I'm a little lamb Who's lost in the 

wood I know I could Always be good To one Who'll watch over me. Although he may Not be the 

man some Girls think Of as handsome To my heart He carries the key. Won't you tell him please 

To put on some speed Follow my lead Oh, how I need Someone to watch over me. Won't you tell 

him please To put on some speed Follow my lead Oh, how I need Someone to watch over me 

Someone to watch over me.” 

(“Someone to Watch Over Me” performed by Fitzgerald/Larkins) 

“My Funny Valentine” 

Now, the choice for a Valentine’s Day love song from the American Songbook is easy – it is the Rogers and Hart 

evergreen from their 1937 musical Babes in Arms, “My Funny Valentine.” The most famous of all Valentine 

Day songs in American popular music, and perhaps the most beloved of all the boys’ ballads, the song is a most 

unconventional love song, a somewhat melancholic number sung by a woman about her man. The female sings 

of her “slightly dopey gent” whose looks are “laughable, unphotographable.” She says he is “dim-witted” and his 

“mouth a little weak when [he] opens it to speak” and his body is “less than Greek.” Still, she finds him 

enthralling and wants him to “stay” because “each day with him is Valentine’s Day.” As often as men have sung 

this song, this is a woman’s song and no one does it better than Broadway legend, Texas Baptist songbird Mary 

Martin, for whom the song was written and who first performed the song on Broadway in l937: 

“Behold the way our fine feathered friend, His virtue doth parade Thou knowest not, my dim-

witted friend The picture thou hast made Thy vacant brow, and thy tousled hair Conceal thy good 

intent Thou noble upright truthful sincere,  And slightly dopey gent You're my funny valentine, 

Sweet comic valentine, You make me smile with my heart. Your looks are laughable, un-

photographable, Yet, you're my favorite work of art. Is your figure less than Greek? Is your 

mouth a little weak? When you open it to speak, are you smart? But, don't change a hair for me. 

Not if you care for me. Stay little valentine, stay! Each day is Valentine's Day.” 

(“My Funny Valentine” performed by Mary Martin)(2:13) 

“Body and Soul” 

The Broadway show tune, “Body and Soul” is perhaps the greatest torch song in the American Songbook and 

was written in 1930 by young Johnny Green when he was only 23 years old. It is worth talking a bit about Mr. 

Green. John Waldo Green enrolled at Harvard College at age 15 and graduated in economics at age 19. During 

his senior year at Harvard, Mr. Green wrote “Coquette” with the much older lyricist Gus Kahn, which became 

the biggest selling sheet music song in America in l928. Like Kahn, Green was born into a secular Jewish family. 

In l930, Mr. Green and Edward Heyman wrote “Body and Soul” at the request of the very popular British actress 

Gertrude Lawrence for her musical, Three’s a Crowd. Ms. Lawrence never bothered to record the famous song 

she commissioned. But others did, and the song soon became a standard, recorded over the years by the best 

saloon singers and jazz musicians in America. Green once said, 

“I am interviewed a lot about ‘Body and Soul’ and these klutzes say, “Tell me when you were 

writing ‘Body and Soul’ did you know that you were writing a classic?” I say, ‘A classic? What 

are you talking about? I only knew I was writing for Gertie for a Wednesday [performance].’” 

Mr. Green became a born-again Christian late in life through the witness of his third wife and they subsequently 

attended the evangelical Bel Air Presbyterian Church in Hollywood. Saxophonist Colman Hawkins claimed this 

song as his own with his 1939 monumental instrumental version, but here is Green’s favorite rendition of his 

classic by another classic, Ella Fitzgerald (backed by yet another classic, the Nelson Riddle orchestra): 

“My heart is sad and lonely For you, I sigh, for you, dear only Why haven't you seen it, I'm all for 

you Body and soul I spend my days in longing Wondering why it's me that you're wronging I tell, 

you I mean it, I'm all for you Body and soul I can't believe it, it's hard to conceive it That you'd 

turn away, romance Are you pretending, it looks like the ending Unless, I could have one more 

chance to prove, dear My life a wreck, you're making You know, I'm yours for just the taking I'd 

gladly surrender myself to you Body and soul My life a wreck, you're making You know I'm 

yours for just the very taking I'd gladly surrender myself to you Body and soul.” 

(“Body and Soul” performed by Ella Fitzgerald)(3:24)(2:21) 
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 “You’re the Top” 

"You're The Top" is a Cole Porter song from the 1934 musical Anything Goes. It is about a man and a woman 

who take turns complimenting each other. The best-selling version was Paul Whiteman's which made #5 on the 

hit parade. The lyrics are particularly significant because they offer a snapshot as to what was highly prized in 

the mid-1930s and demonstrate Porter's rhyming ability.  Some of the lyrics were re-written by P. G. Wodehouse 

for the British version of Anything Goes. This is not only Porter’s most popular list song but perhaps maybe the 

finest list song in the American Songbook. There is an astonishing list of 65 items mentioned in the lyrics to 

compare the lover. Often forgotten in marveling at this list of metaphors is the sprightly tune and infectious 

melody. 

 “At words poetic, I'm so pathetic That I always have found it best Instead of getting them off my 

chest To let 'em rest unexpressed I hate parading my serenading As I probably miss the bar 

You're the top, you're the Coliseum You're the top, you're the Louver Museum You're a melody 

from a symphony by Strauss You're a Bendel bonnet, a Shakespeare's sonnet You're Mickey 

Mouse You're the Nile, you're the Tower of Pisa You're the smile on the Mona Lisa I'm a 

worthless check, a total wreck, a flop But if baby, I'm the bottom, you're the top You're the top, 

you're Mahatma Gandhi You're the top, you're Napoleon Brandy You're the purple light of a 

summer night in Spain You're the National Gallery, you're Garbo's salary You're cellophane 

You're sublime, you're the turkey dinner You're the time of the Derby winner I'm a toy balloon 

that's fated soon to pop But if baby, I'm the bottom, you're the top You're the top, you're an 

arrow collar You're the top, you're a Coolidge dollar You're the nimble tread of the feet of Fred 

Astaire You're an O'Neill drama, you're Whistler's mama You're Camembert You're 

[Incomprehensible], you're Inferno's Dante You're the nose on the great Durante I'm just in the 

way as the French would say, "De trop" But if baby, I'm the bottom, you're the top You're the 

top, you're the Waldorf salad You're the top, you're a Berlin ballad You're the basic grand of a 

lady and the gents You're an old Dutch master, you're Mrs. Astor You're Pepsodent You're 

romance, you're the steps of Russia You're the pants on a Roxy usher I'm a lazy lout with just 

about to stop But if baby, I'm the bottom, you're the top.” 

(“You’re the Top” performed by Cole Porter)l 

 “Thou Swell” 

"Thou Swell" is a 1927 show tune written by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart for their Broadway musical A 

Connecticut Yankee. The Hart lyric is notable for the ingenious mix of archaic English and modern slang as the 

story takes place in both contemporary times and in King Arthur's court. The lyrics tell of the desire of young 

love: “Thou swell, thou witty, thou sweet, thou grand. Wouldst kiss me pretty, wouldst hold my hand? 

Both thine eyes are cute too, what they do to me. Hear me holler, I choose a sweet lollapaloosa in thee” 
There are many popular vocal renditions, including those by Nat King Cole, Sarah Vaughan, Frank Sinatra, Ella 

Fitzgerald and Joe Williams. Instrumental renditions includes those by Bix Beiderbecke, Fats Waller and Billy 

May. A Connecticut Yankee, like many of the boy’s earlier musicals, has never been filmed for the big screen 

though a scene was staged for the 1948 biographical movie of the lives of Rodgers and Hart, Words and Music. 

In the 1948 biopic about Rodgers and Hart, June Allyson sings and dances to Thou Swell with twin "knights," 

one of whom is the young choreographer Bob Fosse. The song is featured in the 1950 film All About Eve, 

starring Bette Davis. It is played on the piano in the background at the party when Margo (Davis) famously tells 

her friends to "fasten their seat belts it’s going to be a bumpy night." 

“Thou swell, thou witty, thou sweet, thou grand Wouldst kiss me pretty, wouldst hold my hand? 

Both thine eyes are cute too, what they do to me Hear me holler, I choose a sweet lollapaloosa in 

thee. I'd feel so rich in a hut for two Two rooms and kitchen I'm sure would do Give me not a lot 

of just a plot of land And thou swell, thou witty, thou grand.” 
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Biblical Songbook 

“The Touch of Love” 

6:1-3, (Women of the Church) “Where has your lover (dod) gone, 

most beautiful of women? Which way did your lover (dod) go (turn), 

that we may look for him with you? (She) My lover (dod) has gone 

down to his garden, to the beds of spices, to browse in the gardens 

(paradise) (gan) and to gather (pick) (laqat) lilies (sosannim). I am my 

lover’s (dod) and my lover (dod) is mine; he browses among the lilies.” 

 

Key thought: The church womens’ rhetorical questions of SS 5:9 (“How is your 

husband better than others?”) and 6:1 (“Where has your husband gone?”) cause 

the wife to reflect on the virtues of her husband. We don’t know the chronology 

of this poem. It could be days or years since the wedding.  In the SS 5:2 fight, 

we see that the man never really left her at all – she was just dreaming. It was 

she that put the distance between the two of them by her indifferent attitude 

towards him when he came to her earlier. The wife does not need any help in 

finding her man because he was never lost – just on the other side of the bed. 

There was never much geographical distance between husband and wife, only 

emotional distance. His absence was a product of her disinterest in him and the 

imagination of her fears. It is she that needs to reconcile with him since his 

attitude towards her is apparently still loving and passionate because he still 

wants to “graze” in “his garden” and his flower “bed” (“lilies”) (cf, SS 2:1-2, 16; 

4:5; 5:13; 6:2-3; 7:3), highly erotic images.  Regardless of when this poem 

appears in the life of the marriage, the wife knows that the husband still 
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considers her body “his garden.” And she now realizes again that he not only is 

her wine drinking boon companion (raya) (c.f., SS 4:10; 5:1) but her sexual 

partner (dod) to boot. He is in his “entirety lovely,” so all is right with the world: 

“I belong to my lover and he belongs to me.” Once again, intercourse is 

suggested here as the couple physically enjoy each other (SS 5:13; 7:3). 

We’ve heard this same language of mutuality before in the collection (SS 

2:16) and we will hear it again (SS 7:10), but now the wife emphasizes that she 

belongs to him, first, and following that, he belongs to her. Indeed, the idea of 

finding her hunk-of-estranged-husband may have prompted her to reaffirm their 

union and to declare that everything is right in “paradise” (gan) (c.f., SS 4:12-

13; 2 Kings 25:4; Genesis 3). In SS 6:3 with this subtle change of wording 

indicating, perhaps, a change of heart, this poem ends in reconciliation and 

intimacy. The focus of this statement is that she belongs to him, body and soul. 

One scholar calls this delightful ownership “erotic charity” which is the highest 

form of “romantic love” (cf, SS 1:7; 2:16) (J. Budziszewski: buud-zi-shes-ski, 

On the Meaning of Sex, 2014). 

“Darn that Dream” 

"Darn That Dream" is a popular song written by Jimmy Van Heusen and Eddie 

DeLange for the 1939 Broadway musical, Swingin' the Dream. Swingin’ the 

Dream was based on Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream and closed 

after only 11 performances losing a bundle of dough for the backers. When you 

read the play bill noting the star performers and the composers/lyricists of the 

music you would think there is a misprint. The book for the play was written by 
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Gilbert Seldes; music was supervised and provided by Benny Goodman and his 

sextet including Fletcher Henderson and Lionel Hampton; choreography was 

done by Agnes De Mille; songs were performed by Louis Armstrong, Dorothy 

Dandridge, Dorothy McGuire in her Broadway debut, among others; songs were 

written by “Fats” Waller and Andy Razaf, Count Basie, W C Handy, Harry 

Warren and Johnny Mercer, Felix Mendelssohn, and best of all, Jimmy Van 

Heusen and Eddie De Lange, among others. 12 months before the show, Jimmy 

Van Heusen was just a staff piano player for Tin Pan Alley music publishers. 

This was his first big hit and it has been a monster for him. Mr. Van Heusen 

went on to be the personal composer for Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra, in the 

process of getting 14 Academy Award nominations and winning it 4 times. 

Miles Davis and Ahmad Jamal made “Darn that Dream” an instrumental hit in 

the 1950s and 1960s. More recently, Charlie McPherson made an instrumental 

version popular in the 1990s. But the lyrics are of interest to us. The song was 

written for star singer Mildred Bailey but no one sings it better than Sarah 

Vaughn, “The Divine One,” backed by Count Basie’s Orchestra. Mel Tormé 

once said that Ms. Vaughan had "the single best vocal instrument of any singer 

working in the popular field" and Frank Sinatra said that "Sassy is so good now 

that when I listen to her I want to cut my wrists with a dull razor." Eddie 

DeLange’s ambivalent lyrics tell of a woman’s dream: “Darn that dream I 

dream each night. You say you love me and hold me tight but when I awake 

and you're out of sight, oh, darn that dream. Darn that dream and bless it 

too. Without that dream I never would have you, but it haunts me and it 

won't come true. Darn that dream.” 
 “Darn that dream I dream each night. You say you love me and hold me tight, but when I awake 

and you're out of sight, oh, darn that dream. Darn your lips and darn your eyes, they lift me high 

above the moonlit sky then I tumble out of paradise, oh, darn that dream. Darn that one track 

mind of mine, it can't understand that you don't care. Just to change the mood I'm in I'd welcome 

a nice old nightmare. Darn that dream and bless it too. Without that dream I never would have 

you, but it haunts me and it won't come true. Darn that dream.” 

(“Darn That Dream” performed by Sarah Vaughn and Count Basie)(3:46) 

 

 “I had the Craziest Dream” 

"I Had the Craziest Dream" is a popular 1942 song by Harry Warren and Mack Gordon. The song was 

introduced by the astonishing Harry James Orchestra with vocals by Helen Forrest, in the 1942 film, Springtime 

in the Rockies. In 1943 the song went to #1 on Billboard’s top hits. The song was featured in the first World War 

2 Hit Kit, the U.S. Army's version of successful radio show Your Hit Parade. The song was recorded in 1953 by 

the Skylarks, where it was a #28 hit. In 1967, Astrud Gilberto’s rendition of the song reached #31 on Billboard's 

“Easy Listening.”  

“I had the craziest dream, last night, yes I did I never dreamed it could be. Yet, there you were, in 

love with me. I found (saw) your lips next (close) to mine, so I kissed you (them) And you didn't 

mind it at all. When I'm awake, such a break never happens How long can I (guy) go on 

dreaming. If there's a chance that you care, then please say that you do. Say it and make my 

craziest dream come true.” 
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“Out of My Dreams” 

The 1943 haunting ballet waltz, “Out of My Dreams,” was written by Rogers and Hammerstein for their 

Broadway musical Oklahoma! and was immortalized by the teenage singer Shirley Jones and the famed 

choreographer Agnes de Mille’s renowned 18 minute dream ballet for stage and screen. Hammerstein’s lyrics are 

evocative: 

“Out of my dreams and into your arms I long to fly. I will come as evening comes to woo a waiting 

sky. Out of my dreams and into the hush of falling shadows, when the mist is low and stars are 

breaking through. Then out of my dreams I'll go, into a dream with you.” 

(“Out of My Dreams” performed by Shirley Jones)(2:32)(1:10) 

“Dream” 

"Dream" is a Tin Pan Alley jazz number written by the wonderful, Johnny Mercer in 1944. He originally wrote it 

as a theme for his radio program. It has been and performed by many artists, with the most popular versions of 

this song recorded by The Pied Pipers (1945), Frank Sinatra (1945, 1960), and Roy Orbison (1963). In 1955, The 

Skylines, singing with Ray Anthony's orchestra, revived the ballad in the Fred Astaire/Leslie Caron musical film, 

Daddy Long Legs. 
“Get in touch with that sundown fellow As he tiptoes across the sand He's got a million kinds of 

stardust Pick you fav'right brand, and Dream, when you're feeling blue Dream, that's the thing to 

do Just watch the smoke rings rise in the air You'll find your share of memories there. So dream 

when the day is through Dream, and they might come true Things never are as bad as they seem 

So dream, dream, dream.” 

 

“I’ll See You in My Dreams” 

"I'll See You in My Dreams" is a popular 1924 song written by Isham Jones and Gus Kahn. Originally recorded 

by composer Isham Jones and the Ray Miller Orchestra, it charted for 16 weeks during 1925, spending seven 

weeks at #1. The song was chosen as the title song of the 1951 film I'll See You in My Dreams, a musical 

biography of lyricist Kahn. Popular recordings of it were made by many leading singers and guitarists including 

Louis Armstrong, Pat Boone, Doris Day, Ella Fitzgerald, Mario Lanza, Tony Martin, The Platters, Jerry Lee 

Lewis, Andy Williams,
 
and many others.

 
There was even a "Texas Swing" version by Bob Wills and his Texas 

Playboys. The song was also recorded by Django Reinhardt, Chet Atkins and Michel Lelong. The song was on 

the soundtrack for the 1940 film Kitty Foyle, which won singer/dancer Ginger Rogers her Academy Award for 

Best Actress in a Leading Role. The song were featured prominently in the 1946 movie The Razor's Edge, 

starring Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney, John Payne, and Clifton Webb. 

“I'll see you in my dreams and then I'll hold you in my dreams. Someone took you right out of my 

arms still I feel the thrill of your charms. Lips that once were mine, tender eyes that shine they 

will light my way tonight. I'll see you in my dreams. Yes I will, see you in my dreams. You know 

I'll hold you in my dreams. I know that someone took you right out of my arms. But, still I feel the 

thrill of your charms. I dream of lips that once were mine And those, tender eyes that shine I 

know they'll light my way tonight when I, see you in my dreams.” 

(I’ll See You in My Dreams” performed by xxxxxx) 

 

 “Dream a Little Dream of Me” 

"Dream a Little Dream of Me" is a song, from 1931 by Fabian Andre, Wilbur Schwandt
 
and by Gus Kahn. It was 

first recorded in 1931 by Ozzie Nelson with vocal by Mr. Nelson. A popular standard, more than 60 other 

versions have been recorded, but one of the highest chart ratings was in 1968 by Mama Cass Elliot with The 

Mamas & the Papas. "Dream a Little Dream of Me" was also an early signature tune of Kate Smith. In the 

summer of 1950, seven recordings of "Dream a Little Dream of Me" were in release, some reaching as high as 

#14 on the US “Top 20.” More than 40 other versions followed. The song was recorded by the Mamas & the 

Papas in 1968. The group had often sung the song for fun, having been familiarized with it by member Michelle 

Phillips, whose father had been friends with the song's co-writer, Fabian Andre, in Mexico City where Michelle 

Phillips' family had resided when she was a young girl. "Mama" Cass suggested to group leader John Phillips 

that the group record "Dream a Little Dream of Me". The song peaked at #8 on Record World. The Billboard 

“Easy Listening” chart ranked the single as high as #2. In many countries around the world the song reached #1 

on their hit charts.  
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“Stars shining bright above you Night breezes seem to whisper "I love you" Birds singing in the 

sycamore trees Dream a little dream of me. Say nighty-night and kiss me Just hold me tight and 

tell me you'll miss me While I'm alone and blue as can be Dream a little dream of me. Stars fading 

but I linger on dear Still craving your kiss I'm longing to linger till dawn dear Just saying this. 

Sweet dreams till sunbeams find you Sweet dreams that leave all worries behind you But in your 

dreams whatever they be Dream a little dream of me. Stars fading but I linger on dear Still 

craving your kiss I'm longing to linger till dawn dear Just saying this. Sweet dreams, till 

sunbeams find you Gotta keep dreaming leave all worries behind you But in your dreams 

whatever they be You gotta make me a promise, promise to me You'll dream, dream a little of 

me.” 

(“Dream a Little Dream of Me” performed by The Mamas and the Papas) 
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Biblical Songbook 

 

“You Overwhelm Me” 

6:4-10, (He) “You are beautiful (yapa), my darling, as Tirzah, lovely 

as Jerusalem, majestic (awesome, brilliant) (ayumma) as stars in 

heaven (troops with banners) (nidgalot). Turn your eyes from me 

because they overwhelm (overcome) (rahab) me. Your hair is like a 

flock of goats descending from Gilead. Your teeth are like a flock of 

sheep coming up from the washing, each has its twin, not one of them 

is alone. Your temples behind your veil are like the halves of a 

pomegranate. There may be sixty queens and eighty concubines, even 

countless young women, but my dove, my flawless one – she is unique 

(ahat)! She is the only one of her mother; she is favored (bara) of the 

one who bore her. The daughters saw her and called her blessed 

(congratulated her) (asar)! Queens and concubines praised (halal) 

her! (Women in the Church) Who is this who looks down (appears) 

like the dawn, beautiful (fair) as the moon, bright (bara) as the sun, 

awesome (majestic) (ayom) as stars in heaven (an army under 

banners) (nidgalot). 

 

Key thoughts: The adjectives “beautiful” in verse 4 and “awesome” in verse 10 

form the inclusio for this poem. Similes and metaphors abound as the husband 

competes with the “Women in the Church” to express how beautiful his wife is. 

This Wasf begins with a general affirmation of beauty by referencing the most 

beautiful cities in Israel’s world – Jerusalem (cf, Psalm 48:2, “beautiful in its loftiness, the 

joy of the whole earth”; Psalm 50:2, “From Zion, perfect in beauty”; Psalm 122:1-9; Lamentations 2:15, 

“the perfection of beauty”) and Tirzah (tirzah = “pleasantness,” “delight”) which was the capital of the 

Northern Kingdom after Solomon’s death (1 Kings 15:21) and was to remain so for 50 years until the capital was 

moved to Samaria (1 Kings 16:21). 
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Interestingly, the husband’s description in this song is less sexual than his 

pre-wedding description in chapter 4, perhaps not wanting to have his tender 

words come under suspicion as manipulation into bed. Another reason for the 

less suggestive description might be that he wants to make up with her after a 

fight and so he doesn’t dwell on what he wants to do with her. She now is his 

reliable companion and friend, and not just his sexual partner. In short, the 

couple continues to mature. Notice that verse 9 uses the past tense as the 

husband refers to young church women, who were her companions in SS 1:4, 

“saw,” “called” and “praised” her youthful beauty, back in the day. In verse 10, 

the “maidens, queens and concubines” currently use the words “bless” and 

“praise” to describe the wife – the same words as are used in Proverbs 31:28-31 

to publicly commend the virtuous and accomplished woman – without 

mentioning sex. These qualities can only be modeled after maturity and 

experience beyond that of a teenager. 

Concerning the details of this Wasf, the woman’s “eyes” cause not only 

desire, but “fear” – we’ve seen this before in SS 4:9. His wife’s “eyes” continue 

to “captivate” (overwhelmed, conquered) (rahab) the husband because her eyes 

have real power to control the man. There is an alternative translation that some 

scholars prefer and that is a love poem which the husband describes his wife’s 

beauty as unique (“Jerusalem” – Psalm 50:2; 122) but also “frightening” 
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(awesome). Her beauty has conquered him as if she were a troop of soldiers. The 

Hebrew word translated “awesome” (fearsome) (ayom) occurs only four times in 

the Bible, twice in this love poem, once in the love poem in SS 2:4, and then 

once in Habakkuk 1:7 in reference to the might of the Chaldean army (“They are 

dreaded and fearsome (ayom); their justice and dignity go forth from themselves.”). To add to this 

metaphor of beauty and fright the poet describes the physical beauty of his 

woman as “an army under banners.” The Hebrew word translated “banner” in 

this verse and in verse 10 (degel) means a military flag or a standard. Military 

language to describe the awesome effects of love is not uncommon in the Bible 

and the love poem in the Psalms - Psalm 45 - uses such language. The point 

seems to be that just like a military parade can inspire awe and emotional release 

in him, so does the beauty of his woman. I prefer the comparison to God’s 

created heavens but the effect is the same. 

The eyes of a person are perhaps the most intense contact another person 

can have, and the wife’s eyes have overcome her husband. It is a case of what 

every man knows: a beautiful woman can be intimidating. And as much of our 

body begins to show the ravages of age, our eyes can be as youthful and bright 

and sparkling as ever. 

The man spends most of comments on the beauty of her face. She is so 

beautiful that by comparison all women – particularly young women - suffer in 
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their appearance. He calls her his “star,” his “dove,” his “flawless one” – terms 

used in an earlier love song (SS 5:2). Just in case the message has been lost on 

the wife, the husband says that she is the best and has the premier spot in his 

heart above all others - she is “unique,” she is the “only one.” The husband says 

that despite the fact that she had brothers, his wife was mom’s “favorite” and 

brought her the greatest joy. That’s not hard to believe. How many little girls at 

Faith have wormed their way into the hearts and minds of mom and dad after 

having several boys? 

Finally, it appears that the afore-mentioned women all agree with the 

husband and all praise his “dove” for being “uniquely” beautiful, like “a 

heavenly star.” The wife’s beauty is compared here not to another woman 

(because she has grown regal while perhaps loosing some of the earthy attributes 

of young beauty), no, she is compared to God’s creation - “dawn,” “moon,” 

“sun” - and rather than them seeing her as a black hole (sehora) – a play on 

Hebrew words here - they see her as a light-giving presence (“dawn”) (sahar). 

“dawn” is the same Hebrew word used in Proverbs 4:18 to describe the 

righteous: “But the path of the righteous is like the light of the dawn (sahar), 

which shines brighter and brighter until full day.” I think the rhetorical 

question from the mouths of the women in the church in verse 10: “Who is this 

that appears like the dawn (sahar), fair as the moon, bright (bara) as the 
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sun, majestic (nidgalot) as the stars in procession”? describes our poetess as 

she has matured with her husband, now a leader in the Old Testament Church 

(e.g., He knows Jerusalem and Tirzah and Lebanon, military maneuvers, royal 

occasion and gardens, expensive perfumes). And I think it describes many 

women in this congregation. 

This poem may be teaching that real love cannot be ignited by sex nor can 

wounded love be reignited by sex; for a good example of the failure of this order 

– love then sex - remember the story of Amnon and Tamar (2 Samuel 13). This 

poem is a mirror of the comments the husband made in chapter 4, before the 

fight. Some things have not changed and he still finds her irresistible. After all 

these years, she is still attractive, even compared to “young women” in the 

church (SS 6:8-9). He found her beautiful then, before they were married, and he 

finds her beautiful now. Bill Shakespeare wrote, “Let me not to the marriage of 

true minds, admit impediments. Love is not love, which alters when it alteration 

finds, or bends with the remover to remove. O no!” (Sonnet 116). Love is 

steadfast, but once wounded, tender words and actions are required to repair a 

damaged heart. 

 “You’re the Top” 

"You're The Top" is a Cole Porter song from the 1934 musical Anything Goes. It 

is about a man and a woman who take turns complimenting each other. The best-

selling version was Paul Whiteman's recording which made #5 on the hit parade. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cole_Porter
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The lyrics are particularly significant because they offer a snapshot as to what 

was highly prized in the American culture in the mid-1930s and demonstrate Mr. 

Porter's rhyming ability. This is not only Mr. Porter’s most popular “list” song 

but perhaps the finest “list” song in the American Songbook. There is an 

astonishing list of 65 items mentioned in the lyrics to compare the lover. Often 

forgotten in marveling at this list of metaphors is the infectious melody. And 

here is Cole Porter himself singing his hit song. 
 “At words poetic, I'm so pathetic That I always have found it best Instead of getting them off my 

chest To let 'em rest unexpressed I hate parading my serenading As I probably miss the bar 

You're the top, you're the Coliseum You're the top, you're the Louver Museum You're a melody 

from a symphony by Strauss You're a Bendel bonnet, a Shakespeare's sonnet You're Mickey 

Mouse You're the Nile, you're the Tower of Pisa You're the smile on the Mona Lisa I'm a 

worthless check, a total wreck, a flop But if baby, I'm the bottom, you're the top You're the top, 

you're Mahatma Gandhi You're the top, you're Napoleon Brandy You're the purple light of a 

summer night in Spain You're the National Gallery, you're Garbo's salary You're cellophane 

You're sublime, you're the turkey dinner You're the time of the Derby winner I'm a toy balloon 

that's fated soon to pop But if baby, I'm the bottom, you're the top You're the top, you're an 

arrow collar You're the top, you're a Coolidge dollar You're the nimble tread of the feet of Fred 

Astaire You're an O'Neill drama, you're Whistler's mama You're Camembert You're 

[Incomprehensible], you're Inferno's Dante You're the nose on the great Durante I'm just in the 

way as the French would say, "De trop" But if baby, I'm the bottom, you're the top You're the 

top, you're the Waldorf salad You're the top, you're a Berlin ballad You're the basic grand of a 

lady and the gents You're an old Dutch master, you're Mrs. Astor You're Pepsodent You're 

romance, you're the steps of Russia You're the pants on a Roxy usher I'm a lazy lout with just 

about to stop But if baby, I'm the bottom, you're the top.” 

(“You’re the Top” performed by Cole Porter) 

“Jeepers, Creepers” 

"Jeepers Creepers" is a 1938 jazz standard written by Harry Warren and Johnny Mercer for the movie Going 

Places starring Dick Powell and Ronald Reagan. It was premiered by Louis Armstrong who appears in the movie 

in the part of Gabriel, the trainer of a race horse named “Jeepers Creepers.” “Jeepers Creepers” is a very wild 

horse and can only be soothed enough to let someone ride him when Gabriel plays his song "Jeepers Creepers" 

on his trumpet or sings it to him. The phrase "jeepers creepers" is a phrase indicating surprise or alarm and is an 

ancient slang expression and euphemism for the blasphemous oath, “Jesus Christ.” The Mercer lyrics tell of the 

power of a woman’s eyes over her man: “Jeepers Creepers, where'd ya get those peepers? Jeepers Creepers, 

where'd ya get those eyes? Golly gee! When you turn those heaters on, woe is me, got to get my cheaters 

on. Jeepers Creepers, where'd ya get those peepers? Oh, those weepers, how they hypnotize.” The song has 

been featured in many movies and shorts, including the 1942 film Yankee Doodle Dandy, where it is sung by a 

group of kids who pass by the house of George M. Cohan, played by James Cagney. 

“Now, I don't care what the weather man says When the weatherman says it's raining You'll 

never hear me complaining, I'm certain the sun will shine I don't care how the weather vane 

points When the weather vane points to gloomy It's gotta be sunny to me, when your eyes look 

into mine. Jeepers Creepers, where'd ya get those peepers? Jeepers Creepers, where'd ya get 

those eyes? Gosh all git up, how'd they get so lit up? Gosh all git up, how'd they get that size? 

Golly gee! When you turn those heaters on, woe is me Got to get my cheaters on, Jeepers Creepers 

Where'd ya get those peepers? On, those weepers How they hypnotize, where'd ya get those eyes? 

Where'd ya get those eyes?” 

(“Jeepers Creepers” performed by Louis Armstrong) 

 

“Moonlight Becomes You” 
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"Moonlight Becomes You" is a popular song, composed for Bing Crosby by the gold-dust twins of Jimmy Van 

Heusen and Johnny Burke for the 1942 Crosby/Hope movie, Road to Morocco. This song is probably the finest 

ballad to come out of the seven road pictures of the boys. The beautiful song is sung twice in the picture: once by 

Crosby to Dorothy Lamour on a balcony, then again in a comedy sketch by Mr. Crosby and Hope and Ms. 

Lamour in the desert under a heat stroke. Burke’s lyrics tell of the woman’s beauty by comparing her to 

moonlight: “Moonlight becomes you, it goes with your hair. You certainly know the right thing to wear. 

The song has been recorded many times, becoming a standard, but the 1942 recording by Mr. Crosby is still the 

best known, topped the Billboard charts at #1, spending a total of 17 weeks in the war-time lists. Also in 1942, 

Glenn Miller’s Orchestra had a recording that reached #5 and Harry James and His Orchestra had a recording 

that sold a million copies and reached #15 in the Billboard charts.  

“Moonlight becomes you, it goes with your hair You certainly know the right thing to wear 

Moonlight becomes you, I'm thrilled at the sight And I could get so romantic tonight. You're all 

dressed up to go dreaming Now don't tell me I'm wrong And what a night to go dreaming Mind if 

I tag along. If I say I love you I want you to know It's not just because there's moonlight 

Although, moonlight becomes you so. You're all dressed up to go dreaming Now don't tell me I'm 

wrong And what a night to go dreaming Mind if I tag along.” 

(“Moonlight Becomes You” performed by Bing Crosby) 

 

 “I Love a Parade” 

In 1930 Harold Arlen and Ted Koehler were writing songs for a new Harlem Cotton Club show called Rhyth-

Mania. One of the new songs was the blockbuster “Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea.” The other new 

song, was destined to be a standard was “I Love a Parade.” The song’s origin happened like this: Arlen loved to 

walk in New York, rain or shine. It was now winter in New York. The two were working in Arlen’s apartment in 

upper Manhattan and Arlen became restless and wanted to go for a walk, about 2 miles in length. Koehler, never 

a van of walking, particularly in the winter reluctantly agreed to accompany his pal Arlen on his jaunt. As they 

headed downtown Arlen teased Koehler by picking up the pace of the walk to almost march time and as he 

“marched” Arlen played an imaginary trumpet to keep up the pace. As he played his imaginary trumpet he began 

to hum an improvised tune in time to his steps. At one point in the journey, Koehler turned to Arlen and said, “If 

you like to march so much why don’t you join the army?” Arlen just smiled and kept on tucking. The great 

lyricists caught the spirit of the forced march and began to sing improvised lyrics. By the time the duo reached 

their destination they had composed “I Love a Parade.” Thereafter, all Cotton Club shows were called “Cotton 

Club Parade.” 

“I walk every step o' the mile, And think it was really worthwhile To see a parade come marching 

down the line. I don't know a son of a gun Who wouldn't be willing to run To see a parade come 

marching down the line. Perhaps I'm what you'd call a patriot, But one thing's certain, whether I 

am or not! I love a parade; The tramping of feet, I love ever beat I hear of a drum. I love a 

parade;  When I hear a band I just wanna stand And cheer as they come! That rat-a-tat-tat! The 

flair of a horn! That rat-a-tat-tat! A bright uniform! The sight of a drill Will give me a thrill! I 

thrill at the skill Of anything military! I love a parade; A handful of vets, A line of cadets, Or any 

brigade, For I love a parade! Look, here they come! Oh what a sight! Listen to the crowd! They're 

cheering, hip hip hooray! Oh, everybody loves a parade! And look at those teams, Tramp tramp 

tramp, never missing a beat! And here comes the band, they'll be here soon! Listen to what 

they're playing, Sousa's "Stars And Stripes For Ever!". Oh boy, that's what I call a tune! And 

look at that drum major, Watch him with that stick, I'll wager he doesn't miss a trick! The 

captain is yelling, It's the command, They're going to drill, Here's where I get a thrill! Oh by jove, 

that's it! Excuse me, lady! Oh, quit shoving! Say, who do you think you are? Oh yeah? Thanks! 

Get out of the way, you mug! Hallo Charlie! Hallo Lou! I love a parade; The tramping of feet, I 

love ever beat I hear of a drum. I love a parade; When I hear a bandI just wanna stand And cheer 

as they come! That rat-a-tat-tat!  The flair of a horn! That rat-a-tat-tat! A bright uniform! The 

sight of a drill Will give me a thrill! I thrill at the skill Of anything military! I love a parade; A 

handful of vets, A line of cadets, Or any brigade, For I love a parade!” 
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Biblical Songbook 

“Yearning in the Nut Grove” 

6:11-13, (She) “I went down to the grove (garden) (gan) of nut trees to 

look at the new growth in the valley, to see if the vines had budded or 

the pomegranates were in bloom. Before I realized it (I am beside 

myself with joy) (literally: “I did not know”), my desire (soul, self) 

(nepes) set me among the royal chariots of my people. (Women in the 

Church) (Chorus) Come back (subi), come back, O Shulammite; 

come back, come back, that we may gaze on you! (He) Why (How) 

would you gaze on the Shulammite as on the dance of Mahanaim (“as 

at the dance of two companies,” mahanayim)?” 

 

Key thoughts: It is possible that some years have passed since the 

previous poem and the wife has wondered if she still has what it takes to make 

her husband want her physically (“to look, to see if the vines budded or the 

pomegranates were still in bloom”). One scholar (Daniel Estes) estimates that ¼ 

of the entire collection of poems in the Song of Songs is devoted to working 

through insensitivity in marriage. Our poetess knows she wants her husband 

physically and so she tells of her desire for intimacy as she explores the man’s 

body using the exotic language of the “vines” and “pomegranates” as a reference 

to their lovemaking. The “garden of nut trees” could refer to a literal “garden” 

where the wife and her husband repair for intimacy and sex. Or, it could refer to 

her husband. She goes back to the “garden” to see if spring time and new life 

(“new growth,” “budding,” “blooming”) have come to the place or person of 

love (c.f., SS 2:10-14).  
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Happily, the “chariot” ride in verse 12 is reflective of the joy and thrill of 

“new growth” (“budding,” “blooming”) in the relationship. Verse 12 is 

considered impossible to translate and possibly the most obscure verse in the 

entire collection. The Hebrew literally reads: “I did not know my soul set me 

chariots my people a prince.” Tremper Longman states: 

“The most definite point we can make about this verse is that it expresses 

strong passion, most likely of the woman for the man. Her passion has so 

overwhelmed her that she is ‘caught up’ and discovers herself transported 

into the man’s chariot. Perhaps the chariot ought to be compared with the 

“couch” in SS 3:7 and the “cot” in SS 3:9.” 

 

Verse 13 of the poem is also difficult for translators because in the Hebrew 

Bible it is SS 7:1, adding to the confusion of the passage – is it SS 6:13 or 7:1? 

Some translators believe that the verse is spoken by a new group for the first 

time in the collection which is called “others” or “chorus” and not the “Women 

of Jerusalem.” However, the Hebrew is feminine here and so most commentators 

see verse 6:13 or 7:1 as coming from “daughters of Jerusalem” of SS 5:16 (c.f., SS 

1:6; 2:7; 3:5; 5:8; 8:4; c.f., Ruth 1:8).  

The “women of the Church” repeat the chant “return, return, return, 

return” (subi) to our female poet whose poetic name is now given, for the first 

time, “Shulammite.” The meaning of the Hebrew word, “shulammite,” which 

only appears here in the Old Testament, has been debated for centuries with no 

consensus. Some scholars say it is a proper name of a person or a place. 
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“Shulammite,” is the feminized form of the Hebrew name “Solomon” 

(Shelomo), so it can refer to the proper name of the woman in this particular 

poem. Other commentators say it is a descriptive term, an adjective, for the 

poetess meaning “consummated one.” As I’ve mentioned earlier, “Solomon” in 

Hebrew comes from the root shalom meaning “peace” or “contentment” or 

“completion” or “all together beautiful.” So based on SS 8:10, “I was in his eyes 

as one who finds peace.” it could be a descriptive name of the wife. Again, it 

doesn’t really make much difference. 

Where is the wife to “return” from or “come back” from? Where has she 

been? Her “chariot” reverie? Her dream? Is she to come back to reality and join 

the human race? Now the Hebrew word translated “return” or “come back” or 

“turn around” could refer to the wife’s physical movements which are expressed 

in the next verse concerning dancing. 

Verse SS 6:13b has the husband’s response to the “women in the 

Churchs’” desire to see if the wife is really as beautiful as everyone says (“so 

that we can look at you”). He tells them that a private romantic dance 

(mahanaim) is in order at this point in the couples’ relationship (c.f., Ecclesiastes 3:4, 

“a time to weep and a time to laugh, a time to mourn and a time to dance”). As a Hebrew noun, 

mahanaim, refers to a military or common encampment (literally: “the dance of 

the two camps”). The mention here probably refers to a performance of dancing 
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or whirling, singing, instrument playing (c.f., 1 Samuel 29:5, “Is not this David of whom they 

sing to one another in dances, ‘Saul has struck down his thousands, and David his ten thousands.”). 

While the reference to manhanaim is unclear, the general meaning of verse 13 is 

clear: The point of comparing the wife’s movements to the dance appears to be 

that watching the wife is as mesmerizing as watching a spectacle (Jeremiah 31:13, 

“Then shall the young women rejoice in the dance, and the young men and old shall be merry.” Judges 

11:34, “Then Jephthah came to his home at Mizpah. And behold, his daughter came out to meet him with 

tambourines and with dances.” Judges 21:21, “If the daughters of Shiloh come out to dance in the dances, 

then come out of the vineyards and snatch each man his wife from the daughters of Shiloh.”). This is a 

common sentiment in the Song for the husband compares his wife elsewhere to 

grand, awe-inspiring sights - the man-made Jerusalem and Tirzah in SS 6:4, and 

the God-made sun, moon, stars, and dawn in SS 6:10. 

The husband’s response to the injunction from the “women of the church” 

is: “Why do you gaze at my wife like you would a car wreck? Or more precisely, 

at two spectacular dance companies? It is because she has still got it, and she is 

so beautiful that even you cannot take your eyes off her. Naturally I agree, and I 

am going to give one more glorious description (Wasf) of my wife in the next 

poem.” 

“The Look of Love” 

"The Look of Love" is a 1967 movie song composed by Burt Bacharach and Hal 

David. The song was first sung by English pop singer Dusty Springfield 

accompanied by Mr. Bacharach, for the 1967 James Bond spoof film, Casino 

Royale starring David Niven. In 1968 it reached Billboard’s “Top 40” and 
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received a Best Song nomination in the Academy Awards. In 2008, the song was 

inducted into the Grammy Hall of Fame. The music was originally intended to 

be an instrumental. But later the wonderful lyricist, Hal David added the words: 

“The look of love is saying so much more than just words could every say. 

And what my heart has heard, well, it takes my breath away. I can hardly 

wait to hold you, feel my arms around you. How long I have waited, waited 

just to love you.” According to Bacharach, the melody was inspired by 

watching Ursula Andress in an early cut of Casino Royale. The Springfield 

recording contains one of the great saxophone solos in popular music. Those that 

track such things consider the breathy solo, done by English saxophonist Dennis 

Springer, to be one of the 50 top saxophone solos, ever. Many artists have recorded the 

song, including Sérgio Mendes' whose version reached #4 on the pop charts in 1968. 

“The look of love Is in your eyes A look your smile can't disguise. The look of love Is saying so 

much more than Just words could every say And what my heart has heard Well it takes my 

breath away. I can hardly wait to hold you Feel my arms around you How long I have waited 

Waited just to love you Now that I have found you. You've got the look of love It's on your face A 

look that time can't erase Baby be mine, tonight. Let this be just the start of So many nights like 

this Let's take a lovers vow And seal it with a kiss. Don't ever go Don't ever go I love you so The 

look of love. Let this be just the start of So many nights like this Let's take a lover's vow And baby 

we'll seal it with a kiss.” 

(“The Look of Love” performed by Dusty Springfield)(3:36) 

 “Can’t Take My Eyes Off You” 

"Can't Take My Eyes Off You" is a 1967 single written by Bob Crewe and Bob Gaudio. The song was recorded 

by Frankie Valli. The song was among Valli's biggest hits, reaching #2 on the Billboard “Hot 100” and earning a 

gold record. "Can't Take My Eyes Off You" has had a major cultural impact, with hundreds of cover versions, 

many of which have been on the charts themselves. The lyrics, not of the Gershwin/Porter/Mercer quality, tell of 

the hypnotic and physical effect of love: “Can't take my eyes off you, you'd be like heaven to touch, I wanna 

hold you so much. At long last love has arrived and I thank God I'm alive, you're just too good to be true, 

can't take my eyes off you.” The song is a staple of television and film soundtracks, and was used in 2006 by 

NASA as a wake-up song for astronaut Christopher Ferguson on his wedding anniversary while he was in space 

on a mission of the space shuttle. 

“You're just too good to be true Can't take my eyes off you You'd be like heaven to touch I wanna 

hold you so much  At long last love has arrived And I thank God I'm alive You're just too good to 

be true Can't take my eyes off you  Pardon the way that I stare There's nothing else to compare 

The sight of you leaves me weak There are no words left to speak But if you feel like I feel Please 

let me know that it's real You're just too good to be true Can't take my eyes off you I love you, 

baby and if it's quite alright I need you, baby to warm a lonely night I love you, baby trust in me 

when I say "Oh, pretty baby, don't bring me down, I pray Oh, pretty baby, now that I found you, 

stay" And let me love you, baby let me love you  You're just too good to be true Can't take my 

eyes off you You'd be like heaven to touch I wanna hold you so much  At long last love has arrived 

And I thank God I'm alive You're just too good to be true Can't take my eyes off you  I love you, 

baby and if it's quite alright I need you, baby to warm a lonely night I love you, baby trust in me 

when I say "Oh, pretty baby, don't bring me down, I pray Oh, pretty baby, now that I found you, 

stay" 

(“I Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You” performed by Frankie Vallie) 

 

“Return to Me” 

“Return to Me” is a Tin Pan Alley song written in 1958 by Danny DiMinno and Carmen Lombardo, younger 

brother of Guy Lombardo. This is the ultimate “kiss and make-up” song: “Won't you please hurry home to my 
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heart. My darling, if I hurt you I'm sorry. Forgive me, and please say you are mine. Return to me.” 

“Return to me Oh my dear I'm so lonely Hurry back, hurry back Oh my love hurry back I'm 

yours. Return to me For my heart wants you only Hurry home, hurry home Won't you please 

hurry home to my heart. My darling, if I hurt you I'm sorry Forgive me and please say you are 

mine. Return to me Please come back bella mi Hurry back, hurry home to my arm To my lips and 

my heart.” 

(“Return to Me” performed by Dean Martin) 

 

"Dancing Queen" 

"Dancing Queen" is a song written and performed by the Swedish group ABBA. The song was released as a 

single in Sweden in summer 1976, followed by the rest of Europe a few days later.
 
It quickly became a 

monumental worldwide hit. It became ABBA's only #1 hit in the United States, also #1 in Australia, Belgium, 

Brazil, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, West 

Germany and Zimbabwe, and reaching the Top 5 hit in Austria, Finland, France and Switzerland. The song sold 

over three million copies. The first International Standard Musical Work Code was assigned in 1995 to "Dancing 

Queen;" the code is T-000.000.001-0. Widely regarded as one of the greatest pop songs of all time,
 
"Dancing 

Queen" is considered ABBA's most enduringly popular song and is still a favorite at dance clubs today. In 

October 2014, the musical instrument insurer, Musicguard, carried out a survey determining "Dancing Queen" to 

be the United Kingdom's favourite "floorfiller," beating  "Billie Jean" by Michael Jackson (#2) and "Twist and 

Shout" by The Beatles (#3). Unfortunately, since its release, it has been adopted by the LGBT community,
 
and 

remains one of the most ubiquitous "gay anthems." In 2002, the results of a poll, "Top 50 Favourite UK #1's," 

was released and "Dancing Queen" came out at #8. In 2009, the British performing rights group Phonographic 

Performance Limited celebrated its 75th anniversary by listing the 75 songs that have played most in Great 

Britain on the radio, in clubs and on jukeboxes. "Dancing Queen" was #8 on the list. In a 2008 interview 

(Blender Magazine) Sen. John McCain named "Dancing Queen" as his favorite song. 

“Ooh You can dance You can jive Having the time of your life Ooh, see that girl Watch that scene 

Dig in the dancing queen. Friday night and the lights are low Looking out for a place to go Where 

they play the right music Getting in the swing You come to look for a king Anybody could be that 

guy Night is young and the music's high With a bit of rock music Everything is fine You're in the 

mood for a dance And when you get the chance You are the dancing queen Young and sweet Only 

seventeen Dancing queen Feel the beat from the tambourine, oh yeah You can dance You can jive 

Having the time of your life Ooh, see that girl Watch that scene Dig in the dancing queen. You're 

a teaser, you turn 'em on Leave 'em burning and then you're gone Looking out for another 

Anyone will do You're in the mood for a dance And when you get the chance.” 

(“Dancing Queen” performed by Abba) (3:51) 

 

 “I Hope You Dance” 

"I Hope You Dance" is a crossover country pop song written in 2000 by Mark Sanders and Tia Sillers and 

recorded by country singer Lee Ann Womack. The song reached #1 on both the Billboard Hot Country Singles 

& Tracks and Hot Adult Contemporary Tracks charts, and #14 on Billboard Hot 100. It is Womack's signature 

song. "I Hope You Dance" won the 2001 CMA, ACM, NSAI, ASCAP and BMI awards for “Song of the Year.” 

It also won the Grammy Award for Best Country Song and was nominated for Song of the Year. "I Hope You 

Dance" reached the 2 million sales mark in the United States in 2015. In a 2001 interview with Billboard, 

Womack said, "When a song really connects with so many people, it's because they felt something when they 

heard it. This song makes you think about and feel for the people you really love in your life. Who doesn't have 

someone like that in their life?"
  

“I hope you never lose your sense of wonder You get your fill to eat but always keep that hunger 

May you never take one single breath for granted God forbid love ever leave you empty handed I 

hope you still feel small when you stand beside the ocean Whenever one door closes I hope one 

more opens Promise me that you'll give faith a fighting chance And when you get the choice to sit 

it out or dance. I hope you dance I hope you dance. I hope you never fear those mountains in the 

distance Never settle for the path of least resistance Livin' might mean takin' chances, but they're 

worth takin' Lovin' might be a mistake, but it's worth makin' Don't let some Hellbent heart leave 

you bitter When you come close to sellin' out, reconsider Give the heavens above more than just a 
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passing glance And when you get the choice to sit it out or dance. I hope you dance (Time is a 

wheel in constant motion always rolling us along) I hope you dance. I hope you dance (Tell me 

who wants to look back on their years and wonder) I hope you dance (Where those years have 

gone?). I hope you still feel small when you stand beside the ocean Whenever one door closes I 

hope one more opens Promise me that you'll give faith a fighting chance And when you get the 

choice to sit it out or dance. Dance. I hope you dance (Time is a wheel in constant motion always 

rolling us along) I hope you dance (Tell me who wants to look back on their years and wonder?)”  

 

 “My Man” 

The song of female yearning "My Man" was written in l916 in French ("Mon Homme") but translated into 

English by Channing Pollock and Albert Willimetz and was popularized in America in 1921 by Ziegfeld Follies 

star Fanny Brice. The song was a hit, and the record eventually earned a Grammy Hall of Fame Award for Brice 

in 1999. The song has been recorded by the best American female singers of the 20
th
 century. The ballad version 

was successfully modified by Billie Holiday in 1948. Peggy Lee recorded the song for her 1959 hit album I Like 

Men! In 1965, the song was recorded by Barbra Streisand on her album My Name Is Barbra and in the film 

adaptation of Funny Girl. Her rendition of "My Man", sung during the film's finale, drew critical praise that 

helped earned her the Academy Award for Best Actress in 1968. In l970, Diana Ross performed the song in her 

final concert appearance as a Supreme. Her performance was recorded and later released on the 1970 live album 

Farewell. In 1972, Ross recorded "My Man" again for the soundtrack for the film Lady Sings the Blues, in which 

she portrayed Billie Holiday. The soundtrack album peaked at #1 on Billboard's Pop albums chart, reportedly 

selling over 300,000 copies during its first eight days of release. Whitney Houston and Etta James have all 

successfully recorded the song. 

“Oh my man I love him so He'll never know All my life is just despair But I don't care When he 

takes me in his arms The world is bright, alright.  What's the difference if I say I'll go away When 

I know, I'll come back On my knees someday For whatever my man is I am his forever more.  It 

cost me a lot But there's one thing that I've got It's my man Cold and wet, tired you bet But all 

that I soon forget With my man. He's not much for looks And no hero out of books He's my man 

Two or three girls has he That he likes as well as me But I love him.  Oh my man I love him so 

He'll never know All my life is just despair But I don't care When he takes me in his arms The 

world is bright, alright. What's the difference if I say I'll go away When I know I'll come back On 

my knees someday For whatever my man is I am his forever more.” 

“I Could Have Danced All Night” 

“Bed! Bed! I couldn't go to bed! My head's too light to try to set it down! Sleep! Sleep! I couldn't 

sleep tonight! Not for all the jewels in the crown! I could have danced all night I could have 

danced all night And still have begged for more I could have spread my wings And done a 

thousand things I've never done before. I'll never know what made it so exciting Why all at once 

my heart took flight. I only know when he began to dance with me I could have danced, danced, 

danced, All night! I could have danced all night I could have danced all night And still have 

begged for more I could have spread my wings And done a thousand things I've never done 

before. I'll never know what made it so exciting Why all at once my heart took flight. I only know 

when he began to dance with me I could have danced, danced, danced, All night!” 
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Biblical Songbook 

“How Beautiful You Are!” 

7:1-10, (He) “How beautiful your sandaled feet (steps in sandals), O 

royal (noble prince’s) daughter (nedeeveem)! Your graceful legs are 

like jewels, the work of a craftsman’s hands. Your navel is a rounded 

goblet that never lacks blended wine. Your waist is a mound of wheat 

encircled by lilies. Your breasts are like two fawns, twins of a gazelle. 

Your neck is like an ivory tower. Your eyes are the pools of Heshbon 

by the gate of Bath Rabbim. Your nose is like the tower of Lebanon 

looking toward Damascus. Your head crowns you like Mount Carmel. 

Your hair is like royal tapestry (purple thread) - the king is ensnared 

(bound, hold) (asar) by your tresses. How beautiful you are and how 

pleasing, O love, with your delights (O, daughter of pleasures, 

delectable maiden) (tanug)! Your stature is like that of the palm, and 

your breasts like clusters of fruit. I said, ‘I will climb the palm tree; I 

will take hold of its fruit.’ May your breasts be like clusters of the 

vine and the fragrance of your breath like apples, and your mouth 

like the best wine. (She) May the wine go smoothly to my lover, 

flowing gently over lips and teeth (of the sleeping one) (yesenim). I 

belong to my lover, and his desire (tesuqa) is for me.” 

 

Key thoughts: This poem is by far the most explicitly erotic in the collection. 

This poem could be the words of a middle-aged man adoring his dancing wife. 

These words are the words of a husband deeply in love with his wife. Many 

commentators suggest that apart from “sandaled feet,” the wife may be partially 

or completely naked given the vivid way she is described by her husband. 

We have more than a dozen similes to describe the physical beauty of the 

wife. Unlike the previous Wasf in chapter 6 where the man was careful to avoid 

the sexual parts of his wife, here the focus is on just those parts. Here we have 

the fourth Wasf, starting with her “sandaled feet” moving up her body to the 
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“hair” on her head and then back again. The bodily tour is euphemistically and 

elegantly erotic and it doesn’t take much imagination to see what the man wants 

to do with his beloved wife. Her stunning beauty cannot be resisted – he, the 

“king,” is “ensnared” or “held captive” by her looks. Since their wedding night 

in SS 4:1-5 the husband has had many opportunities to get to know the most 

intimate features of his wife’s body and he is still enthralled with them as she 

dances around the house doing the mahanaim in her “sandaled” feet. 

“sandaled” feet are an erotic attraction to the male. In the apocryphitic 

book, Judith (6), the writer notes that Judith “weakened” her enemy Holofernes 

“with the beauty of her countenance” and “her sandals ravished his eyes, her 

beauty took his mind prisoner.” The Hebrew here could mean “feet in motion 

(paam)” thus reminding us of Isaiah 3:16, “the daughters of Zion . . . tripping 

the light fantastic (mincing) along as they go, tinkling with their feet.” 

Look at how carefully the man describes the woman – note his description 

of her eyes, for instance. They are not just like “pools” of water, as in “limpid 

pools” – a favorite line in sonnet writing. No, the man exclaims that her eyes are 

not just like “pools” of water, but pools of “Heshbon” water, but not just the 

pools of water by “Heshbon,” but the pools of water of “Heshbon” by “the gate 

of Bath Rabbim,” which are near “Heshbon.” He wants to be sure she knows 

exactly what he’s referring to. SS 7:5 is a clever verse of puns completely lost on 
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us non-Hebrew speaking readers. The poet is punning with “eyes” (ayin) and 

“pools” (ayin), on one hand, and “Bath Rabbim” (bat rabbim) and “nobleman’s 

daughter,” on another hand (bat nadib). 

We see that the wife’s breast are now described as “clusters (eshkol) of 

the fruit” and of the “vine.” She is not described as “breast-less” as her brothers 

once called their “little sister” (as we will see in the poem of remembrance in SS 

8:8). Perhaps the breasts can be described as “clusters” because they have nursed 

their children. Her breasts have earlier been described as like “two fawns” – 

“young deers” in SS 4:5 (c.f., SS 7:4). The wife’s breasts are mentioned three 

times in chapter 7 (SS 7:3, 7, 8) and three times in chapter 8 (SS 8:1, 8, 10), but 

only twice before the consummation of the marriage in SS 5:1 (SS 1:13 and SS 

4:5). Why the emphasis now on her breasts? It could be that fertility and reproduction are not 

as important now to the older couple but rather simple physical pleasure is the focus of sexual contact. In other 

words, the couple is now more middle-aged and not the young, randy teenagers of earlier chapters. There are 

various ideas, but it is hard to get consensus. 

“Hair” may be the ideal place to end the description. It is possible that the 

Hebrew here refers to “red” or “crimson” (karmil) hair which “hangs loosely” 

(dalla) while the wife dances (cf, Isaiah 38:12, “like a weaver, I have rolled up my life (dalla); he 

cuts me off from the loom.”) So some to find out, our poetess could be a Maureen 

O’Hara look-a-like. As Henry Wordsworth Longfellow (1807-1882) put it, “Not 
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ten yoke of oxen have the power to draw us like a woman’s hair” (“The Musician's 

Tale; The Saga of King Olaf,” 1863). 

In contrast to what contemporary culture tell us. Sexual intimacy is not 

just the special prerogative of the newly married or even the young, but a 

delightful thing over the years as the husband gives testimony in this particular 

poem (“daughter of pleasures,” “delectable delights,” “royal wife,” “beautiful” 

and “pleasing love”) (c.f., Ecclesiastes 2:8, “I also gathered for myself silver and gold and the 

treasure of kings and provinces. I got sings, both men and women and many concubines, the delight of the 

sons of man.”; Micah 1:16, “Make yourself bald and cut off your hair, for the children of your delight”.  

The man wants to enjoy his wife, and she him. In fact, in the midst of this erotic 

description of his wife, the man resolves in verse 8 to make love to this beautiful 

creature to whom he is married (“I will climb” and “take hold of”). As an aside, 

it is thought by some scholars in ANE poetry that apples are not only aromatic 

and toothsome to the senses, but they can act like an aphrodisiac (cf, SS 2:5; 

8:5). The unusual mention of the wife’s nose (aph) may refer to her aroused breathing which matches his 

arousal. 

In verse 9 the wife breaks in to the husband’s description of her and she 

resolves to have sex with him, by indicating mutuality and union in sexual 

delight (“May the wine go straight to my lover., flowing gentle over lips and 

teeth.”). The Hebrew word used in verse 9 (yesenim) for “teeth” can also be is 
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translated “sleepers” thus leading to an interpretation that the couple fall asleep 

in a loving embrace after sex. 

Then the poem ends in verse 10 with the woman’s recognition that after 

all these years, her husband still finds her desirable (“I am my lover’s and his 

desire is for me.”). This is not a desire for conversation or companionship. No, 

this is manly “desire” (tesuqa) for sex, and that delights her. The Hebrew word 

for “desire” here occurs only three times in the Old Testament: here and in 

Genesis 3:16, clearly a sexual context (“I will surely multiply your pain in childbearing; in 

pain you shall bring forth children. Your desire (tesuqa) will be for your husband,”) and in Genesis 

4:7, clearly not a sexual context (“If you do well, will you not be accepted? And if you do not do 

well, sin is crouching at the door. Its desire (tesuqa) is for you, but you must rule over it.”). In an 

interesting twist, Ecclesiastes 12:5b is usually translated, “when the almond 

tree blossoms and the grasshopper drags himself along, and desire no 

longer is stirred.” with the English word “desired” used to refer to “impotence” 

in old age. But in this clearly sexual Ecclesiastes context, the Hebrew author 

doesn’t use the word, “desire,” but rather has it literally read, “the caperberry 

breaks.” “Caperberries” (abiyonah) are seen to be aphrodisiacs in Old Testament 

times. It is the Viagra of the Old Testament Church. Our next poem will refer to 

this. 

There is no Edenic domination (cf, Genesis 4:7) here but mutual pleasure 
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and satisfaction (cf, 1 Corinthians 7:2-4). Richard Hess comments: 

“Thus the Genesis judgement of each person seeking domination is 

reversed, with each person now seeking mutuality and willingly giving 

possession of their body to their partner” (Song of Songs, 2005). 

 

“’A’ You’re Adorable” 

Another American Songbook Wasf is the jaunty 1941 list song “’A’ You’re Adorable” 

written by Buddy Kaye and Fred Wise, where they take us through the alphabet in 

describing the love of our lives. Sometimes called “The Alphabet Song” no one was 

interested in singing it until Perry Como teamed up with the Fontane Sisters in l949 and 

made it a #1 record for months. The clever lyrics tell us: “'A', you're adorable. 'B', 

you're so beautiful. 'C', you're a cutie full of charms. 'D', you're a darling and 'E', 

you're exciting. 'F', you're a feather in my arms. 'G', you look good to me.” 

Proverbs 31:10-31, describing the wife of noble character, is also an acrostic love song 

about the ideal wife. Israel’s balladeer, David, uses the complicated acrostic scheme in 

several Psalms (e.g., Psalms 10-11, 25, 34, 37 and 145). An acrostic structure is also 

used in Psalm 111 and 112 and Jeremiah employs it in his great song of sadness, 

Lamentations 1-3. The private Mr. Como was exactly as he appeared to the public: a 

quiet, self-effacing man who always considered his performing activities third in order 

of importance behind his family and his faith. Mr. Como, a serious Roman Catholic, 

was also well known for his recordings and performances of religious music of 

Christian and Jewish faiths. His first religious recordings, "Ave Maria" and "The Lord's 

Prayer", were recorded in 1949 in a church, with Como asking his parish priest to sit in 

on the recording sessions, to make certain they were done in the proper reverential tone. 

While his performances of "Ave Maria" became traditional on his holiday shows, Mr. 

Como would not perform it for live appearances during the year, despite the requests of 

his audiences, saying, "It's not the time or place to do it." I’m a fan. 
 “When Johnny Jones was serenading Mary He sure could quote a lot of poetry But he'd much 

rather tell her What he learned in his speller When they both attended PS 33 'A', you're adorable 

'B', you're so beautiful 'C', you're a cutie full of charms 'D', you're a darling and 'E', you're 

exciting 'F', you're a feather in my arms 'G', you look good to me 'H', you're so heavenly 'I', 

you're the one I idolize 'J', we're like Jack and Jill 'K', you're so kissable 'L', is the love-light in 

your eyes M, N, O, P You could go on all day Q, R, S, T Alphabetically speaking you're okay 'U', 

made my life complete 'V', means you're awfully sweet W, X, Y, Z It's fun to wander through The 

alphabet with you To tell, us what?  I mean, uh huh To tell you what you mean to me We love you 

alphabetically.” 

(“’A’ You’re Adorable” performed by Perry Como and the Fontane Sisters)(2:24) 

 
“Mountain Greenery” 

"Mountain Greenery" is a song composed by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart for the variety show The Garrick 

Gaieties in 1926. It was performed on stage by Sterling Holloway. Perry Como sang the song in the 1948 movie, 
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Words and Music, and recorded it later that year. Mel Tormé recorded the song in 1956 and it became a #5 hit in 

Great Britain. Fans of The Dick Van Dyke Show may remember the duet by Dick Van Dyke and Mary Tyler 

Moore in the 1962 popular episode, "The Sleeping Brother." 

“On the first of May It is moving day Spring is here, so blow your job Throw your job away. 

Now's the time to trust To your wanderlust In the city's dust you wait Must you wait, just you 

wait. In a mountain greenery Where God paints the scenery Just two crazy People together. 

While you love your lover Let blue skies be your cover Let, when it rains We'll laugh at the 

weather. And if you're good I'll search for wood So you can cook While I stand lookin'. Beans 

could get no keener Reception in a beanery Bless our mountain Greenery home. Mosquitoes here 

Won't bite you dear I'll let them sting Me on the finger. We could find no cleaner Retreat from 

life's machinery Than our mountain Greenery home.” 

 

"Dancing Queen" 

"Dancing Queen" is a song written and performed by the Swedish group ABBA. The song was released as a 

single in Sweden in summer 1976, followed by the rest of Europe a few days later.
 
It quickly became a 

monumental worldwide hit. It became ABBA's only #1 hit in the United States, also #1 in Australia, Belgium, 

Brazil, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, West 

Germany and Zimbabwe, and reaching the Top 5 hit in Austria, Finland, France and Switzerland. The song sold 

over three million copies. The first International Standard Musical Work Code was assigned in 1995 to "Dancing 

Queen;" the code is T-000.000.001-0. Widely regarded as one of the greatest pop songs of all time,
 
"Dancing 

Queen" is considered ABBA's most enduringly popular song and is still a favorite at dance clubs today. In 

October 2014, the musical instrument insurer, Musicguard, carried out a survey determining "Dancing Queen" to 

be the United Kingdom's favourite "floorfiller," beating  "Billie Jean" by Michael Jackson (#2) and "Twist and 

Shout" by The Beatles (#3). Unfortunately, since its release, it has been adopted by the LGBT community, and 

remains one of the most ubiquitous "gay anthems." In 2002, the results of a poll, "Top 50 Favourite UK #1's," 

was released and "Dancing Queen" came out at #8. In 2009, the British performing rights group Phonographic 

Performance Limited celebrated its 75th anniversary by listing the 75 songs that have played most in Great 

Britain on the radio, in clubs and on jukeboxes. "Dancing Queen" was #8 on the list. In a 2008 interview 

(Blender Magazine) Sen. John McCain named "Dancing Queen" as his favorite song. 

“Ooh You can dance You can jive Having the time of your life Ooh, see that girl Watch that scene 

Dig in the dancing queen. Friday night and the lights are low Looking out for a place to go Where 

they play the right music Getting in the swing You come to look for a king Anybody could be that 

guy Night is young and the music's high With a bit of rock music Everything is fine You're in the 

mood for a dance And when you get the chance You are the dancing queen Young and sweet Only 

seventeen Dancing queen Feel the beat from the tambourine, oh yeah You can dance You can jive 

Having the time of your life Ooh, see that girl Watch that scene Dig in the dancing queen. You're 

a teaser, you turn 'em on Leave 'em burning and then you're gone Looking out for another 

Anyone will do You're in the mood for a dance And when you get the chance.” 

(“Dancing Queen” performed by Abba) 
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Biblical Songbook 

“Come into the Garden with me” 

7:11-13, (She) “Come, my lover, let us go to the countryside (saday), 

let us spend the night in the henna bushes (villages) (keparim = koper). 

Let us go early to the vineyards (gardens, paradise) (pardes) to see if 

the vines have budded, if the grape blossoms have opened, and if the 

pomegranates are in bloom – there I will give you my love.  The 

mandrakes (dudai) send out their fragrance and at our door (petah) is 

every delicacy (choice fruits), both new and old that I have stored up 

for you, my lover.” 

 

Key thoughts: This short poem is the wife’s response to her husband’s desire 

for her expressed in the previous poem. It is springtime when our fancy turns to 

romancy and the wife invites her husband into the countryside (saday) to have 

sex under the romantic cover of night and foliage. This poem is an invitation to 

the husband to leave his work behind and take his wife for a private respite away 

from the cares and complexities of everyday life (c.f., Genesis 4:8, “Cain spoke to Abel 

his brother. And when they were in the country (field) (saday), Cain rose up against his brother Abel and 

killed him.” 1 Samuel 20:5, “David said to Jonathan, ‘Behold, tomorrow is the new moon, and I should 

not fail to sit at table with the king. But let me go, that I may hide myself in the country (field) (saday) till 

the third day at evening.” 1 Samuel 20:11, “And Jonathan said to David, ‘Let us go out into the country 

(field) (saday)’ So they both went out into the country (field) (saday).” Genesis 3:14, “Because you have 

done this, cursed are you above all livestock and above all beasts of the countryside (field) (saday)). This 

poem is very similar to the poem in SS 6:11-13 where the wife wants to reassure 

herself that her husband finds her desirable (“to see if the vines have budded, if 

the grape blossoms have opened, and if the pomegranates are in bloom”). 
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As we have seen, the term, “vineyard” (paradise) in this collection of 

love songs, stands for either a place of lovemaking - an actual vineyard or 

garden - or the woman’s body (c.f., SS 1:6). Sometimes, like in this poem, it 

might refer to both.  

The “budding vines,” the “blossoming grapes” and the “blooming 

pomegranates” – may refer to the conception of covenant children as fruit of the 

couples’ mutual love. The trio of garden or paradisiacal images could relate to 

the wife’s three fold promise to her husband of going into the country with him 

(vs. 11), giving him intimate love (vs. 12) and giving him all sorts of sexual 

pleasures (“every delicacy that I have stored up for you”) (vs. 13), even at his 

age. The “garden” image is used in reference to Yahweh’s people in Isaiah 5:7, 

“the men of Judah are his garden (neta) of delight (plant of his pleasures).” 

The “budding,” “opening” and “blooming” are probably double 

entendres referring to real flower blossoms and the wife’s sexuality (vagina). 

We’ve seen this before in SS 5:2 and 5:6: “open (pithi) to me my sister, my 

love.” 

In two places in this short, erotic poem the wife states her desire to give 

her husband her body in loving sex, even as they grow older. The term 

“mandrakes” (love apples) (dudai) joins the caperberry (abhiyonah) plant (c.f., 

Ecclesiastes 12:5) as aphrodisiacs in the Old Testament Church (Genesis 30:14-16 
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with Rachel and Jacob, “But [Leah] said to [Rachel], ‘Wasn’t it enough that you took away my husband? 

Will you take my son’s mandrakes too?’ ‘Very well,’ Rachel said, ‘he can sleep with you tonight in return 

for your son’s mandrakes.’”). The Hebrew term for “mandrake” (dudaim) is very 

similar to the Hebrew term for “love” (dwd) used in this poetry collection. Now, 

there is no reason for an aphrodisiac if you are a normal teenager in love. If you 

are middle-aged and stressed out over work, perhaps. But if you are older, as 

Ecclesiastes 12 suggests, maybe an aphrodisiac is even more appropriate, further 

evidence of the maturing of the couple. 

In any case, the wife knows that her body (“our door”) is a treasure for 

her husband and she wants to give him that “delicacy” (“choice fruit”) “in both 

new and old ways” (vs. 13). The imagery in this poem indicates that there is a 

time and a season for everything – embracing and not embracing, work and play 

(cf, Ecclesiastes 3:1, 5). 

I see a bit nostalgia in this poem of maturation: 

*Perhaps the wife sees the march of time (“let us go early to the 

vineyard”) and therefore there is no time to waste.  

*Perhaps she sees the need for an aphrodisiac (“mandrakes”) to enhance 

the hormones of her older husband.  

*Perhaps she sees the need for enticement that she is still desirable and 

energetic (“new and old delicacies or choice fruits that I have stored up 
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for you, my love”). 

*And perhaps, she sees the need to complement her aging husband for she 

directly and urgently addresses him as “my lover” twice in this three verse 

poem. It is noteworthy that much of the final chapter 8 of the Song is a 

personal expression of encouragement to love from the wife to the 

husband. 

"Perhaps Love" 

"Perhaps Love" is a song that John Denver wrote and recorded as a duet with 

Plácido Domingo in 1981. The song appeared on Mr. Domingo's 1981 album of 

the same title. Released as a single by Mr. Denver in 1982 with "Annie's Song" 

on the B side, "Perhaps Love" peaked at #22 on the U.S. chart. Remaining in 

print, the song has sold almost five million copies. "Perhaps Love" was 

addressed to Denver's wife Annie Martell while they were separated and moving 

towards a divorce. In an interview the day after Mr. Denver's death, Annie said 

that this was her favorite song of his, rather than "Annie's Song," which was 

named after her. The lyrics go: “Perhaps love is like a window, perhaps an 

open door. It invites you to come closer, it wants to show you more. And 

even if you lose yourself and don't know what to do, the memory of love will 

see you through.” A radio promoter told Milt Okun, Domingo’s album 

producer, "The song is very beautiful, but there's no chance at all of this getting 

on the air." To both men's surprise, WFIL in Philadelphia, one of the top five 

radio stations in the United States, began playing the song every hour on the 

hour, greatly contributing to its success and the willingness of other stations to 

play it. The radio station owner told Mr. Okun that his "wife was in love with the 

tenor, Domingo" so the station repeatedly played the opera singer's records. Lee 

Holdridge, who conducted the music on the Domingo album, in a Billboard 

article, credited the pairing of Mr. Domingo and Mr. Denver with paving the 

way for "popera" phenomena like the Three Tenors, Josh Groban, and Andrea 

Bocelli. 
“Perhaps love is like a resting place A shelter from the storm It exists to give you comfort It is 

there to keep you warm And in those times of trouble When you are most alone The memory of 

love will bring you home. Perhaps love is like a window Perhaps an open door It invites you to 

come closer It wants to show you more And even if you lose yourself And don't know what to do 

The memory of love will see you through. Oh, love to some is like a cloud To some as strong as 
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steel For some a way of living For some a way to feel And some say love is holding on And some 

say letting go And some say love is everything And some say they don't know. Perhaps love is like 

the ocean Full of conflict, full of pain Like a fire when it's cold outside Or thunder when it rains If 

I should live forever And all my dreams come true My memories of love will be of you. And some 

say love is holding on And some say letting go And some say love is everything And some say they 

don't know. Perhaps love is like the ocean Full of conflict, full of pain Like a fire when it's cold 

outside Or thunder when it rains If I should live forever And all my dreams come true My 

memories of love will be of you.” 

(“Perhaps Love” performed by John Denver and Placido Domingo)(2:57) 

 

 “Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps” 

The Latin ballad, "Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps" was written by Cuban songwriter Osvaldo Farrés who wrote the 

music and original Spanish lyrics which became a hit in 1947. Farrés reportedly received inspiration for his lyrics 

from Cuban First Lady, Mary Tarrero-Serrano. The English lyrics were written by Joe Davis: So if you really 

love me, Say yes, but if you don't dear, confess.  And please don't tell me perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, 

perhaps, perhaps, perhaps. If you can't make your mind up We'll never get started. The song was first 

recorded by Desi Arnaz in 1948. but Doris Day made it an American hit in 1964. 

You won't admit you love me and so how am I ever to know?  You always tell me perhaps, 

perhaps, perhaps. A million times I've asked you, and then I ask you over again.  You only answer 

perhaps, perhaps, perhaps. If you can't make your mind up we'll never get started and I don't 

wanna wind up being parted, broken-hearted. So if you really love me Say yes, but if you don't 

dear, confess.  And please don't tell me perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps If 

you can't make your mind up We'll never get started And I don't wanna wind up Being parted, 

broken-hearted  So if you really love me, say yes, but if you don't dear, confess. And please don't 

tell me perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps.  

(“Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps” performed by Doris Day)(2:33) 

 

 “Orchids in the Moonlight” 

“Orchids in the Moonlight” is a romantic Latin tango number from the 1933 film Flying Down To Rio. It was a 

surprise hit even though it was written by the famous trio of Gus Kahn, Edward Eliscu and Vincent Youmans.  It 

is primarily remembered today because it was one of the first Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers dance numbers. 

 “When orchids bloom in the moonlight And lovers vow to be true I still can dream in the 

moonlight Of one dear night that we knew When orchids fade in the dawning They speak of tears 

and good-bye Though my dreams are shattered Like the petals scattered Still my love can never 

die.  There is peace in the twilight When the day is through But the shadows that fall Only seem to 

recall All my longing for you There is a dream in the moonbeams Upon the sea of blue But the 

moonbeams that fall Only seem to recall Love is all, love is you.” 

(“Orchids in the Moonlight” performed by the Platters) 
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Biblical Songbook 

“Yearning for Love” 

8:1-4 (She) “If only you were to me like a brother, who was nursed at 

my mother’s breasts! Then, if I found you outside, I would kiss you, 

and no one would condemn (despise) (booz) me. I would lead you and 

bring you to my mother’s house – she who has conceived (taught) 

(telammedeni) me. I would give you spiced wine to drink, the nectar of 

my pomegranates. His left arm is under my head and his right arm 

embraces (cleaves to) me. Daughters of Jerusalem, I charge you Why 

should you (Do not) arouse or awaken love until love so desires.” 

 

Key thoughts: This love poem outlines intimacy beginning with the wife’s 

desire to kiss her husband in public, to taking him into the bedroom of her 

mother’s house, to the joy of his caresses, and perhaps, to the consummation of 

intimacy with intercourse. This poem resembles the similarly short poem in SS 

2:4-7. 

This poem gives a clear indication of the wife’s desire to have sex with 

her husband. In this instance, she is the sexual initiator. The Lord’s admonition 

not to lust in Matthew 5 (27-30, “But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has 

already committed adultery wither in his heart.”) is often interpreted as a warning to not 

have sexual “desire.” But lust is different from “desire” because lust wants to 

possess and control and dominate (Genesis 3). Desire is a God-given impulse to 

have sex with the one God has given you. To tell a single person not to desire 

sex or to forbid anticipation of sex before marriage is asking the impossible 
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because God made us to yearn for sex. (c.f., Dallas Willard’s The Divine Conspiracy on Matthew 

5:27-30). 

This poem has an interesting and difficult passage of wishing her 

husband were her brother. “Make you like a brother” is interpreted by some 

scholars to reflect ANE love poetry to mean that what was not in good taste for 

husband and wife was perfectly permissible between brother and sister. 

Puzzling, because there doesn’t seem to be scriptural warrant for this 

interpretation, but perhaps best understood culturally today in Muslim countries 

where cultural norms frown (prohibit, “despised”) touching and intimacy with a 

member of the opposite sex, unless it is a family member, i.e., brother (c.f., Genesis 

29:10, “When Jacob saw Rachel, daughter of Laban, his mother’s brother. . . then Jacob kissed Rachel 

and began to weep aloud.” Proverbs 7:13, “Then out came a woman to meet him, dressed like a prostitute 

and with crafty intent . . . now in the street, now in the squares, at every corner she lurks. She took hold of 

him and kissed him and with a brazen face.”). The Old Testament Church had no such 

scruples. The wife seems to want to be uninhibited to publicly show affection 

towards her husband. But the text does not tell us, so we are ignorant of the 

precise meaning. Whatever the meaning, it is clear that the wife wants to be 

romantic with her husband. So from their privacy of a retreat in the country (SS 

7:11) to the privacy of a home in the city (“mother’s house” in Jerusalem), the 

wife wants to be physically intimate with her husband without interference.  
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In verse 2, the Hebrew word usually translated “taught” or “instructed” 

here (telammeden) is a bit ambiguous and could be translated “conceived” or 

“bore” or “apprenticed” (1 Chronicles 25:8) as the LXX and the NRSV 

translation have it. Additionally, SS 3:4 (“her who conceived (hara) me”) and 

SS 6:9 (“mother who bore (yalad) her”) and SS 8:5 (“mother was in labor with 

(yalad) you”) all add weight to this translation of “conceived me,” rather than 

“taught me.” Finally, at this stage of marred life the mention of sex education 

from mother to a young girl years ago would be somewhat odd. Here is the wife 

reflecting on how her mother gave birth (“conceived”), nurtured (“nursed”), 

protected (“mother’s house”) her during critical years of her upbringing, and by 

implication her husband’s upbringing, as well. However, this could be a case where sex 

education is at work. The wife tells us that her mother explained the birds and the bees (“taught me”) and she 

plans to use her education (cf, Ruth 3:1-5; Proverbs 3:1, 4, “Son, do not forget my teaching . . . bind them around 

your neck, write them on the tablet of your heart.” Proverbs 6:20, “My son, keep your father’s commands and do 

not forsake your mother’s teaching. Bind them upon your heart forever; fasten them around your neck.”). 

Father’s take note: here is mother training her daughter. Dad’s train your son. 

An interesting note in this poem is the reference to “spiced wine” and 

the dramatic physical and intoxicating effect it has on the individual for the 

fourth time in the collection (“inflamed (burn) (dalag) with wine (yayin),” Isaiah 

5:11), just as physical intimacy makes the lover woozy and light headed (cf, SS 

1:2; 5:1; 7:9). The word used here in the Hebrew (asis; LXX = gleukas) is for strong 
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wine, like mead, and it is used in Isaiah 49:26, (“I will make your oppressors eat their own 

flesh, and they shall be drunk with their own blood as with wine (asis).”) and Joel 1:5, where it is 

called “howling wine.” Jeramiah 23:9, “My heart is broken within me; all my bones shake; I am 

like a drunken man, like a man overcome by wine (yayin),” Acts 2:13 – “new wine” = gleukas). In short, 

drinking fortified wine is a poetic image of the powerful physicality of making 

love particularly, kissing, and we see this used this way in SS 2:4; 5:1; 7:9. 

Verse 8:3 is identical to SS 2:6 but the situation has now changed 

dramatically – the couple are now husband and wife, and older. The wife still 

longs for her husband’s “embrace” (habaq), which could mean intercourse, as in 

Proverbs 5:20 (“Why should you be intoxicated, my son, with a forbidden woman and embrace 

(habaq) the bosom of an adulteress?”), but maybe just a tender embrace. 

The poem ends with the wife telling her, perhaps imaginary, Church 

friends that there is no need to encourage sexual passion (as in SS 2:7; 3:5; 5:8) 

since she is married and sexual intimacy, including affectionate embraces, 

comes more appropriately and without provocation with her beloved husband. 

Any warning about sex at this stage of the relationship would be silly, redundant 

and frankly, intrusive. Notice that the animals have disappeared from the charge 

and I take that to mean that the poetess has matured spiritually from her earlier 

charge to her friends in SS 2:7 and 3:5.  

“I Don’t Care Who Knows It” 
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“I Don’t Care Who Knows It” is a 1944 swing hit composed by Harold 

Adamson and Jimmy McHugh and made popular - #8 on the charts - by super-

trumpeter Harry James and super-singer, Kitty Kallen. Ms. Kallen sings, “I 

don’t care who knows it. I’m in love with you. I guess I’ll always be this 

way.” The song was played as background in the 1945 film noir Nob Hill, 

starring George Raft and the l946 film noir The Dark Corner, starring Lucile 

Ball and Clifton Webb. Band leader and trumpeter James from the late 1930s the 

mid-1950s was dominate force in popular music. He had 70 Billboard chart hits 

in less than 20 years. Compare that to the 35 year recording history of the 

Rolling Stones with less than 60 Billboard hits and you get an idea of Mr. 

James’ influence. 
I don't care who knows it. I'm in love with you. I guess I'll always be this way. Nothing you do or 

say can ever change me I'm for you forever, yours my whole life through That's how I am and I 

don't care who knows it I'm in love with you. 

(“I Don’t Care Who Knows It” performed by Kitty Kallen and Harry James)( 

 
“Cocktails for Two” 

"Cocktails for Two" is a 1934 song from the Big Band era, written by Arthur Johnston and Sam Coslow. The song debuted 

in the movie Murder at the Vanities starring Jack Oakie. Duke Ellington's instrumental version of the song was recorded in 

1934 and was it inducted into the Grammy Hall of Fame in 2007. The lyrics refer to the romance of a cocktail lounge 

leading to true love. Mentioned discreetly in the song's introduction is that after Prohibition people could be "carefree and 

gay once again". The 21st Amendment, ending Prohibition, was ratified a year earlier in 1933. Unfortunately for those of 

us who like the song, "Cocktails for Two" is best remembered today due to the comic, sound effects-laden 1944 version by 

Spike Jones and His City Slickers. It was the Slickers’ biggest all-time hit, reaching #4 on the charts; Perhaps it was the 

war years that dictated a little comic relief. Composer Sam Coslow hated Jones' irreverent treatment, even if its success 

made Coslow a rich man. Here in Bing Crosby backed by the Buddy Cole Trio taking us to a Manhattan lounge. 

“Oh what delight to be given the right To be carefree and gay once again No longer slinking, respectably 

drinking Like civilized ladies and men No longer need we miss A charming scene like this.... In some 

secluded rendezvous that overlooks the avenue with someone sharing a delightful chat of this and that, and 

cocktails for two. As we enjoy a cigarette to some exquisite chansonnette, two hands are sure to slyly meet 

beneath a serviette, with cocktails for two. My head may go reeling but my heart will be obedient with 

intoxicating kisses for the principal ingredient. Most any afternoon at five we'll be so glad we're both alive. 

Then maybe fortune will complete her plan that all began with cocktails for two.” 

(“Cocktails for Two” performed by Bing Crosby and Buddy Cole Trio) 

 
“Your Body is a Wonderland” 

"Your Body Is a Wonderland" is a song written and recorded by John Mayer. It was released in 2002, and in 

2003 it won Mayer the Grammy Award for Best Male Pop Vocal Performance and reached Billboard adult hits 

#3. However, the song ranked at No. 28 on Blender magazine's list of the "50 Worst Songs Ever." Mayer once 

said the obvious, that the song was about "girly parts." He stated that he wrote the song about his first girlfriend 

at age 14. 

 “We got the afternoon You got this room for two One thing I've left to do Discover me, 

discoverin' you, oh. One mile to every inch of Your skin like porcelain One pair of candy lips and 

Your bubblegum tongue, uh uh uh. And if you want love (Then make it) Swim in a deep sea (Of 

blankets) Take all your big plans (And break 'em) This is bound to be a while. Your body is a 

wonderland Your body is a wonder, I'll use my hands Your body is a wonderland. Something 

'bout the way The hair falls in your face I love the shape you take When crawlin' towards the 

pillowcase. You tell me where to go and Though I might leave to find it I'll never let your head hit 

the bed Without my hand behind it. You want love? We'll make it Swim in a deep sea of blankets 
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Take all your big plans and break 'em This is bound to be a while. Your body is a wonderland 

Your body is a wonder, I'll use my hands Your body is a wonderland. Damn baby, you frustrate 

me I know you're mine, all mine, all mine But you look so good, it hurts sometimes. Your body is 

a wonderland Your body is a wonder, I'll use my hands Your body is a wonderland Your body is 

a wonderland, oh no.” 

 

 “Deep Purple” 

The yearning Peter DeRose/Mitchell Parish ballad – “Deep Purple - was a #1 hit in 1939 by the Larry Clinton 

orchestra and Bea Wain and again in 1963. A lilting love song, this torchy number is about watching the sky turn 

purple and the stars once out, and the desire of an absent love who appears in “deep purple dreams.”  

 “The sun is sinking low Behind the hill, I loved you long ago, I love you still.  Across the years 

You come to me at twilight To bring me love’s Old thrill.  When the deep purple falls over sleepy 

garden walls And the stars begin to flicker in the sky Through the mist of a memory you wander 

back to me Breathing my name with a sigh In the still of the night once again I hold you tight 

Though you're gone, your love lives on when moonlight beams And as long as my heart will beat,  

lover we'll always meet Here in my deep purple dreams Here in my deep purple dreams.” 

(“Deep Purple” performed by Bea Wain) 
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 “Seal Me with Your Love” 

8:5-7, (Narrator) “Who is this that comes up from the wilderness 

(desert) (midbar), leaning (mitrappeqet) on her lover? (She) Under the 

apple tree (tappuach), I aroused (awakened) (ur) you. There your 

mother was in labor with (conceived) (hibbel) you. There the one who 

gave you birth conceived (yalad) you. Set me like a seal on your heart, 

like a seal on your arm. (Narrator) For strong as death is love, 

tenacious (cruel, hard) (qasa) like the grave is jealousy (quina). 

Jealousy’s flame is an intense fire, a god-like flame. Many waters are 

not able to extinguish love, nor rivers flood it. Even if a person gave 

all the wealth of his house for love, he would be completely 

condemned (scorned, despised) (booz) by people.” 

 

Key thoughts: This is probably the most powerful and profound poem 

concerning love in the collection and perhaps in the entire Bible, and many 

scholars think this is the defining poem and high point of the collection. This is 

the only poem that probes the meaning and essence of love rather than just 

describing love. It is this love poem that defines the nature of biblical love in just 

a couple of verses. The “narrator” (God?) seems to pick up the conversation at 

verses 6b and 7 to offer a teaching moment on the inherent qualities of biblical 

love. It is the only didactic portion of the collection and thus pretty easy to 

understand. Until now the mature (post-wedding) wife has been doing most of 

the talking about love, but it would be a bit out of character for her to all of a 

sudden become such a professor of love, so a narrator jumps into the dialogue. 

The poem begins in verse 8:5, though, with a charming image of looking 
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back on the marriage from the vantage point of old age (“leaning on her lover”) 

and using the past tense (“aroused,” “conceived,” “gave birth”) to describe sexual 

intimacy. The Hebrew word translated “leaning” has the meaning of 

“supporting.” No longer is the man a “gazelle” or a “deer” as he was described 

earlier in SS 2:9 and 2:17, but a crutch who lovingly attends to his wife. What 

follows is an affectionate reminiscence of their earlier life together. Our capacity 

for sexual pleasure will diminish with age, as 2 Samuel 19:35 (Barzillai) and 

Ecclesiastes 12:5 confirms, but our ability to love remains and even grows. 

The woman reminds the man that she once sexually aroused him under an 

“apple tree,” just like Mom, (c.f., SS 2:3, 5; 7:8). Because of this mutual 

intimacy she asks him to “seal” his love as a stamp of ownership. She wants him 

to set that “seal” of ownership both where she and the world could see it (on “his 

arm”) – a wedding ring (Genesis 41:42, “Then Pharaoh took his signet ring from his hand and put 

it on Joseph’s hand”) and where only he could see it (in “his heart”). Body and soul 

she has belonged to him for years. Incidentally, this is one of only a handful of 

poems that hint at sex for procreation purposes with two references to “mother” 

and two references to “conception” (“conceived,” “in labor with,” “bore you”) in 

verse 5 (c.f., SS 3:4, 11; 8:1-2). In fact, in verse 5 the wife may be saying that 

the birthing process is akin to the discomfort of the birthing of true love – it 

doesn’t happen immediately; it takes time and “labor” and sometimes 
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discomfort. 

Moving on to verses 6b and 7, biblical scholars have pointed out that there 

are only two relationships in the scriptures where jealousy is appropriate: the 

God-Man relationship (cf, Exodus 20:5, “for I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God”; Exodus 

34:14, “Do not worship any other god, for the LORD, whose name is Jealous (oanna), is a jealous God.”) 

and the husband-wife relationship (Proverbs 6:34, For jealousy makes a man furious, and he 

will not spare when he takes revenge.”) Proper jealousy tolerates no rivals for affection. 

The Hebrew word here translated “jealousy” or “unyielding” (quina) means 

“rightful claim of possession” (c.f., Psalm 69:9, for zeal for your house consumes me, and the 

insults of those who insult you fall on me.”). This jealousy of spousal love is more 

“tenacious” than death (“grave”) and more consuming than “fire.” The ultimate 

rival of human love is death. 

The implication is that spousal biblical love for is irresistible, resolute, 

unshakable and passionate. True love, accompanied by sexual intimacy, is a 

“flame” (powerful, god-like) that cannot easily be extinguished, and the Bible is 

very clear about this: Proverbs 6:27-28 (“Can a man carry fire next to his chest and on his 

clothes and not be burned? Or can he walk on hot coals and his feet not be scorched?”) Hosea 7:4 

(“They are all adulterers, burning like an oven”) Hosea 7:6 (“Their hearts are like an oven; they 

approach him with intrigue; Their passion smolders all night; in the morning it blazes like a flaming 

fire.”) 1 Corinthians 7:9 (“But if they cannot control themselves, they should marry, for it is better 
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to marry than to burn with passion.”), and SS 2:7; 3:5; 4:16; 5:2; c.f., Ecclesiasticus 23:16 (“Two 

sorts of men multiply sin: . . a fornicator in the body of his flesh will never cease till he hath kindled a 

fire.”) The definition of last word in verse 6 - “very flame of the LORD” 

(salhebetya) - is disputed. Some say the word is an intensive form of the Hebrew 

word for “flame” (lahab), as in “powerful flame.” Others say that the last two 

letters - “y-a” - of the disputed Hebrew word refer to “Yahweh” and thus we 

should translate the phrase, “flame of the LORD.” So at best it might be the one 

indirect reference to God in the Song of Songs but even the LXX and the Vulgate 

say “no” to the affix of “y-a.” Regardless, the “flame” is powerful and mighty 

and not to be toyed with. The Apostle Paul reiterates the power of love in 1 

Corinthians 13:8 - “love never fails.” Remember, in the Song sex is added to 

the emotion of love to give that package an amazing power. 

In verse 7 we read that true love cannot be bought, “If one were to give 

all the wealth [he has] for love (ahabah), it would be utterly scorned 

(despised) (booz).” (cf, Psalm 49:7, “No man can redeem the life of another or give to God a 

ransom for him.”). This aphorism says that purchasing love (ahaba) is as impossible 

as buying off death. Love (ahaba) can never be “aroused” with money (Psalm 6:30-

35). The love (ahaba) spoken of here is not divine love (dadu) but human love 

(ahaba), and yet the value of imperfect human love is astronomical. One is 

reminded of the “kingdom of heaven” words of Jesus in Matthew 13:44-46, “the 
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kingdom of heaven is like hidden treasure” or “a merchant in search of fine pearls” or a “fishing net” 

and Matthew 16:26, “For what will it profit a man if he gains the whole world and forfeits his soul? 

Of what shall a man give in return for his soul?” where the scales of human love outweigh 

any material transaction.  

SS 8:7 provides an inclusio to SS 8:1 where falling in love with another 

person (ahaba) is not to be made fun of or culturally “scorned” (booz). 

Furthermore, the idea that one can pay to play is to be “despised” or “scorned.” 

“despised” is the same Hebrew word used to describe Michal’s reaction to David’s dancing and prancing in 1 

Chronicles 15:29, “Michal, the daughter of Saul looked out the window and saw King David dancing and 

celebrating, and she despised (booz) him in her heart.” Love is free, but it is not cheap and it 

is modeled perfectly by our Savior (Romans 8:35-39). Indeed, the Old 

Testament Church writers put ahaba “love” – human love - in the same category 

as “truth” and “understanding” and “instruction” in Proverbs 23:23, “Buy truth and 

do not sell it, buy wisdom, instruction and understanding”, “wisdom” and “insight” in 

Proverbs 4:6-7, and the divine gifts of grace and blessing in Isaiah 55:1, “Come, 

everyone who thirsts, come to the waters; and he who has no money, come buy and eat! Come, buy wine 

and mile without money and without price.”  

One 19
th
 century Old Testament scholar regards 8:7 as the climax of the 

Song of Songs towards which the entire collection of poems has been aiming 

from the beginning. He argues that this description of ideal sensuous secular 

love completely undoes any coarse description of human love that may be 

Comment [o1]: ade 
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interpreted by some in previous verses (Andrew Harper, Song of Solomon, 

1907). Another scholar, Johann von Herder, one of the first commentators to see 

the Song as a poem of human love, wrote 250 years ago, “I would almost close 

the book with the divine seal. It is even as good as closed, for what follows 

appears only as an appended echo” (Solomon’s Song of Songs, 1778). 

Perhaps, but the rest of chapter 8 is not an echo and it is not the end. 

“Body and Soul” 

The Broadway show tune, “Body and Soul” is perhaps the greatest torch song in 

the American Songbook and was written in 1930 by young Johnny Green when 

he was only 23 years old. It is worth talking a bit about Mr. Green. John Waldo 

Green enrolled at Harvard College at age 15 and graduated in economics at age 

19. During his senior year at Harvard, Mr. Green wrote “Coquette” with the 

prominent and much older lyricist, Gus Kahn, which became the biggest selling 

sheet music song in America in l928. Like Kahn, Green was born into a secular 

Jewish family. In l930, Mr. Green and Edward Heyman wrote “Body and Soul” 

at the request of the very popular British actress, Gertrude Lawrence, for her 

musical, Three’s a Crowd. Ms. Lawrence never bothered to record the famous 

song she commissioned. But others did, and the song soon became a standard, 

recorded over the years by the best saloon singers and jazz musicians in 

America. Mr. Green once said, 

“I am interviewed a lot about ‘Body and Soul’ and these klutzes say, 

“Tell me when you were writing ‘Body and Soul’ did you know that 

you were writing a classic?” I say, ‘A classic? What are you talking 

about? I only knew I was writing for Gertie for a Wednesday 

[performance].’” 

Mr. Green became a born-again Christian late in life through the witness of his 

third glamorous wife and they subsequently attended the evangelical Bel Air 

Presbyterian Church in Hollywood. Saxophonist Colman Hawkins claimed this 

song as his own with his 1939 monumental instrumental version, but here is Mr. 

Green’s favorite rendition of his classic by another classic, Ella Fitzgerald 

(backed by yet another classic, the Nelson Riddle orchestra): 
“My heart is sad and lonely For you, I sigh, for you, dear only Why haven't you seen it, I'm all for 

you Body and soul I spend my days in longing Wondering why it's me that you're wronging I tell, 

you I mean it, I'm all for you Body and soul I can't believe it, it's hard to conceive it That you'd 
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turn away, romance Are you pretending, it looks like the ending Unless, I could have one more 

chance to prove, dear My life a wreck, you're making You know, I'm yours for just the taking I'd 

gladly surrender myself to you Body and soul My life a wreck, you're making You know I'm 

yours for just the very taking I'd gladly surrender myself to you Body and soul.” 

(“Body and Soul” performed by Ella Fitzgerald)(3:24)(2:21) 

 
“I Remember it Well” 

A charming duet, reflecting on a long time love affair is a song written by Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe 

in 1958 for the film musical Gigi to be sung by the Frenchman Maurice Chevalier (who was 70 at the time) and 

the Brit Hermine Gingold (who was 61 at the time). This sweet but satirical song is one of Hollywood’s finest 

character numbers. The two former lovers accidentally meet after many years at a seaside resort and fondly recall 

their past love affair, though his memory of events is much less accurate than hers. If one looks past the 

unmarried love affair, this is the 8 times married Mr. Lerner at his best. At least he did believe in marriage. Ms. 

Gingold is reported as saying, "It was my first American film and I was very nervous. I had to sing and I hadn't 

got a great voice, but with [Maurice] I felt like the greatest prima donna in the world."
 
Lerner’s clever lyrics are 

filled with contradictory details but warm affection. The song is a movie show-stopper. Husband and wife Steve 

Lawrence and Eydie Gorme recorded the duet and it became a hit, but, I think the Chevalier/Gingold movie 

rendition has not been surpassed and you can view it on YouTube. 
“We met at nine, we met at eight, I was on time, no, you were late Ah, yes, I remember it well We 

dined with friends, we dined alone, a tenor sang, a baritone Ah, yes, I remember it well. That 

dazzling April moon, there was none that night And the month was June, that's right, that's right 

It warms my heart to know that you remember still the way you do Ah, yes, I remember it well. 

How often I've thought of that Friday, Monday night When we had our last rendezvous And 

somehow I foolishly wondered if you might By some chance be thinking of it too? That carriage 

ride, you walked me home You lost a glove, aha, it was a comb Ah, yes, I remember it well That 

brilliant sky, we had some rain Those Russian songs from sunny Spain Ah, yes, I remember it 

well. You wore a gown in gold. I was all in blue. Am I getting old? Oh, no, not you. How strong 

you were, how young and gay. A prince of love in every way. Ah, yes, I remember it well.” 

(“I Remember it Well” performed by Maurice Chevalier and Hermine Gingold)(2:30) 

 
 “Can’t Buy Me Love” 

"Can't Buy Me Love" is a song composed by Paul McCartney in 1964. Concerning the meaning of the song, Mr. 

McCartney stated. 

"I think you can put any interpretation you want on anything, but when someone suggests that 'Can't 

Buy Me Love' is about a prostitute, I draw the line. . . The idea behind it was that all these material 

possessions are all very well, but they won't buy me what I really want.” 

The song gave the Beatles 3 consecutive #1 songs ("I Want to Hold Your Hand" was replaced at number one by 

"She Loves You" which was in turn replaced by "Can't Buy Me Love"). This is the only time an artist had 3 

number ones in a row. The best prior was Elvis, who had two consecutive number ones with “Don't Be Cruel” 

and “Love Me Tender.
” 
When "Can't Buy Me Love" went to #1 (April 1964), the entire top 5 of the “Hot 100” 

was by the Beatles, the next positions being filled by "Twist and Shout", "She Loves You", "I Want to Hold 

Your Hand" and "Please Please Me," respectively. No other act has held the top five spots simultaneously. 
“Can't buy me love, love Can't buy me love. I'll buy you a diamond ring my friend If it makes you 

feel all right I'll get you anything my friend If it makes you feel all right 'Cause I don't care too 

much for money For money can't buy me love. I'll give you all I've got to give If you say you love 

me too I may not have a lot to give But what I've got I'll give to you I don't care too much for 

money For money can't buy me love. Can't buy me love Everybody tells me so Can't buy me love 

No no no, no. Say you don't need no diamond rings And I'll be satisfied Tell me that you want the 

kind of things That money just can't buy I don't care too much for money Money can't buy me 

love. Can't buy me love Everybody tells me so Can't buy me love No no no, no. Say you don't need 

no diamond rings And I'll be satisfied Tell me that you want the kind of things That money just 

can't buy I don't care too much for money Money can't buy me love. Can't buy me love, love 

Can't buy me love, oh.” 
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“Thanks for the Memory” 

"Thanks for the Memory" is a movie duet by Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin. It was introduced in the 1938 film 

The Big Broadcast of 1938 by Bob Hope and Shirley Ross. Mr. Hope’s later sidekick, Dorothy Lamour's solo 

recording of the song was also popular. In the film, Ross and Hope's characters are a divorced couple who 

encounter each other aboard the ship. Near the film's end they poignantly sing the song, recalling the ups and 

downs of their relationship. Of course, they decide to get back together. The song won the Academy Award for 

Best Original Song of 1938,
 
and became Mr. Hope's signature tune, with many different lyrics adapted to any 

situation. In 2004 it finished #63 on American Film Institute's “100 Years...100 Songs” survey of top tunes in 

American cinema. The song is often regarded as a companion piece to the wonderful song, "Two Sleepy People", 

written in 1938 by Hoagy Carmichael and Frank Loesser. “Two Sleepy People” was performed by Mr. Hope and 

Ms. Ross in the 1939 movie Thanks for the Memory, obviously taking its title from the success of the 1938 song. 

A couple of interesting side notes: The song was parodied in the early 1940s by Charlie and his Orchestra, a 

Nazi-sponsored German propaganda swing band. But better known is the Marilyn Monroe's performance of 

"Happy Birthday, Mr. President" to John F. Kennedy in 1962 which was followed by an additional verse, written 

by Ms. Monroe, sung to "Thanks for the Memory": "Thanks, Mr. President/For all the things you've done/The 

battles that you've won/The way you deal with U.S. Steel/And our problems by the ton/We thank you so much.") 

“Thanks for the memory Of rainy afternoons, swingy Harlem tunes Motor trips and burning lips 

and burning toast and prunes How lovely it was. Thanks for the memory Of candlelight and wine, 

castles on the Rhine The Parthenon, and moments on the Hudson River line How lovely it was 

Many's the time that we feasted And many's the time that we fasted Oh well, it was swell while it 

lasted We did have fun, and no harm done. So thanks for the memory Of crap games on the floor, 

nights in Singapore You might have been a headache, but you never were a bore I thank you so 

much. Thanks for the memory Of China's funny walls, transatlantic calls That weekend at 

Niagara when we hardly saw the falls How lovely that was. Thanks for the memory Of lunch from 

twelve to four, sunburn at the shore That pair of gay pajamas that you bought and never wore 

Say, by the way, what did happen to those pajamas? Letters with sweet little secrets That couldn't 

be put in a day wire Too bad it all had to go haywire That's life, I guess, I love your dress Do you? 

Thanks for the memory Of faults that you forgave, rainbows on a wave And stockings in the basin 

when a fellow needs a shave I thank you so much. Thanks for the memory Of Gardens at 

Versailles, and beef and kidney pie The night you worked and then came home with lipstick on 

your tie How lovely that was. Thanks for the memory Of lingerie with lace, and Pilsner by the 

case And how I jumped the day you trumped my one and only ace How lovely that was We said 

goodbye with a highball And I got as high as a steeple But we were intelligent people No tears, no 

fuss, hooray for us. Strictly entre nous, darling, how are you? And how are all those little dreams 

that never did come true? Awfully glad I met you, cheerio, tootle-oo Thank you, thank you.” 
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Biblical Songbook 

 

“Hey, Little Girl Be My Wife” 

8:8-10, (Her Big Brothers) “We have a little sister, and she has no 

breasts; what shall we do for our sister on the day when she is spoken 

for? If she is a wall, we will build on her a battlement (tower, palace) 

(tirah) of silver; But if she is a door, we shall barricade her with 

planks of cedar. (She) I was (am) a wall, and my breasts are (were) 

like towers (migdalot); Thus I was (will be) in [my lover’s] eyes like 

one who brings peace (favor).” 

 

Key thoughts: This poem is a bit odd coming as it does at the end of the 

collection, and after a particularly profound 2 verse discourse on love. This 

poem continues the sweet recollection, the flashback or reminiscence of the 

entire romance between the wife and the husband which began in SS 8:5. Verse 

8:8 is key to this poem because we think it’s a flashback since SS 8:8, the first 

line of this particular poem, must precede SS 1:13 where the girl portrays her 

young man “as a sachet of myrrh lying between my breast (shad),” indicating a 

young woman who is attractive to - and attracted to - a teenage shepherd boy. So 

SS 8:8 throws us back to the very beginning of the collection, maybe even 

before the Song of Songs begins. The ESV sees it this way and has verse 10 in 

the past tense: “I was a wall and my breasts were like towers; and I was in his 

(the young shepherd’s) eyes as one who finds peace.” 

Here we have the same family involvement in the affairs of the heart as 
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we did way back in the beginning, “My mother’s sons were angry with me.” (cf, 

Genesis 24:29-60 (Abraham, Isaac, Laban and Rebekah; 34:6-17 (Dinah, Dinah’s brothers); Judges 21:22, 

“When their fathers or brothers complain to us, we will say to them, ‘Do us a kindness by helping them, 

because we did not get wives for them during the war, and you are innocent, since you did not give your 

daughters to them.”). The woman is remembering her big brothers with their 

protective, and perhaps over-bearing, attitudes towards their little sister in her 

first serious romance (one thinks of Dinah and her brothers in Genesis 34, and 

Tamar and her brother in 2 Samuel 13) and she didn’t like it then. The Hebrew 

word (qetanna) translated “little” or “young” sister in verse 8:8 makes it clear 

that the girl is a “minor,” that is under 12 years of age. The pre-teen literally has 

no breasts to speak of. The word “little” or “young” is not an adjective 

qualifying “sister” but rather is a separate noun. So the sentence could be 

translated “We have a minor, and she has no breasts.” Remember this is what the 

wife is reflecting on the family attitudes years ago, perhaps before SS 1:1 was 

even written. 

In verse 9, the brothers questioned whether little sister was an open “door” 

(promiscuous?) or a closed “wall” (chaste?). She replies, basically, boys I have 

“become” a wall with towers of breasts to my man and I bring “contentment” or 

“peace” or “completion” or “tranquility” (shalom) to him. In a sense she is 

saying, “My brothers, I was young but I grew into the sufficient wife that I 
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became and brought my husband great joy. I have fulfilled the proper sexual 

relationship with my husband. But more than that, we find peace in each other.” 

Incidentally, it is a peace that her brothers couldn’t provide (SS 1:5-6), a peace 

that “little foxes,” whatever they might be, always threatened (SS 2:15), and a 

peace that “terrors of the night,” whatever they might be, always endangered (SS 

3:8; 5:7). 

The mature wife, now looking back in verse 10, is thankful that her 

brothers, despite their authoritarianism, looked out for and preserved her chastity 

and safety. The point the wife might be making is that guarding the young one’s 

chastity will be controversial while doing it but worth the grief in the long run. 

She was, after all, a virgin when she married the shepherd boy. Here is a family 

accountability group – not pleasant at the time but richly rewarding in the long 

run.  

“Too Young” 

"Too Young" is a popular Tin Pan Alley 1951 song written by Sidney Lippman 

and Sylvia Dee, with lyrics: “They try to tell us we're too young, too young to 

really be in love. They say that love's a word, a word we've only heard, but 

can't begin to know the meaning of. And yet we're not too young to know 

this love will last, though years may go” In the United States, the best-known 

version of the song was recorded by Nat King Cole in 1951. The Cole rendition 

sold a million records and reached the #1 position on the Billboard chart, staying 

at #1 for 5 weeks and altogether on the charts for 29 weeks. Billboard ranked the 

Cole version as the #1 song of 1951. Mr. Cole described this song as one of his 

three favorites among his own songs. A recording by Patty Andrews (of the Andrews Sisters) also 

in 1951, reached the Billboard Best Seller chart and lasted 1 week on the chart. 20 years later, a 1972 version by 

Donny Osmond spent 8 weeks on the Best Selling chart, peaking at #13. 
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“They try to tell us we're too young Too young to really be in love They say that love's a word A 

word we've only heard But can't begin to know the meaning of. And yet we're not too young to 

know this love will last though years may go And then some day they may recall We were not too 

young at all. 

(“Too Young” performed by Nat King Cole) 

 

“Gigi” 

Alan Lerner said his favorite of all his lyrics was “Gigi.” He and Frederick Loewe wrote it in l958 for Louis 

Jordan as a wealthy but bored young Parisian who thinks of Gigi, played by Leslie Caron, as nothing more than a 

charming child. The song portrays Jordan’s dramatic realization that this child has become so attractive that he 

wants her to be his wife, and not his courtesan. From denouncing his infatuation for a silly child he comes to 

question “When did your sparkle turn to fire” and “your warmth become desire?” then confesses that he has been 

“too blind” to realize that Gigi has “been growing up before my eyes.” Here is Vic Damone singing “Gigi”: 

“Gigi, am I a fool without a mind Or have I merely been too blind to realize Oh, Gigi Why you've 

been growing up before my very eyes Gigi You're not at all that funny awkward little girl I knew 

Oh, no Overnight there's been a breathless change in you Oh Gigi While you were trembling on 

the brink Was I out yonder somewhere blinking at a star Oh Gigi,  have I been standing up too 

close or back too far When did your sparkle turn to fire And your warmth become desire Oh, 

what miracle has made you the way you are Gigi While you were trembling on the brink Was I 

out yonder somewhere blinking at a star Oh Gigi,  have I been standing up too close or back too 

far When did your sparkle turn to fire And your warmth become desire Oh, what miracle has 

made you the way you are.” 

(“Gigi” performed by Vic Damone)(3:03) 
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Biblical Songbook 

 

“I Love My Wife” 

8:11-12, (He) “Solomon had a vineyard in Baal-hamon; he entrusted 

the vineyard to keepers (tenants, guards) (noterim), each one brings a 

thousand pieces of silver for his fruit (peree). My vineyard is before 

me and is mine - the thousand is for you, Solomon, and the two 

hundred for your keepers (for the ones who guard) of the fruit.” 

 

Key thoughts: This little couplet is difficult to understand. I join a 

number of commentators that see verses 11 and 12 as being spoken by the 

husband (“my vineyard,” “my very own,” “is for me alone.”). The language of 

this short poem, with its mention of the wife being the husband’s “own vineyard 

always available to him, alone,” can be seen to form another post-wedding 

inclusio in SS 5:1, where we read “my garden, my sister, my bride, my myrrh, 

my spice, my honeycomb, my honey, my wine, my milk,” thus once again 

suggesting a thematic collection of love poems by the Old Testament Church 

stressing the mutuality of true biblical love. 

This song can be read as supporting an exclusive and devoted sexual love 

life with one’s spouse. This poem supports monogamy, against the licentious 

sexual activities of King Solomon. This poem is an argument against polygamy, 

prostitution and pornography.  

The “vineyard” is again used to denote both the woman’s body or 

feminine sexuality (SS 1:6; 2:15; 4:16) and a geographical place of lovemaking - 
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“Baal-hammon.” 

Scholars have questioned the meaning of verse 11 for centuries. One view 

is that the verse refers to a real King Solomon’s great wealth in precious metals 

(“silver”) and agriculture produce (“fruit”). The other view is that it should be 

interpreted as poetry. Baal-hammon literally means “owner of great wealth” or 

“lord of a crowd or multitude.” While we don’t know if a place called “Baal-

hammon” ever existed we do know that King Solomon was very wealthy. The 

question is, does this verse take us to a literal economic narrative of Solomon’s 

great wealth expressed in precious metals and agriculture holdings, or should we 

see this verse referencing something different, poetically. My view is that to 

interpret the verse literally as referencing Solomon’s great material wealth 

would be inconsistent in the midst of love poetry. A net worth statement would 

be too jarring in our context. 

Furthermore, verse 12 lends itself to wonderful poetry.  

If the “silver” and the “vineyards” and the “tenants” don’t refer to real 

metal, real crops and real farmers, what do these term refer to? I join that group 

of commentators that see verse 11 referencing Solomon’s huge wealth as 

expressed in his huge harem (“thousand pieces of silver”) as in 1 Kings 11:3, 

“He had 700 wives of royal birth and 300 concubines, and his wives led him 

astray.” (c.f., Lamentations 4:2, “The precious sons of Zion, worth their weight in fine gold,”). That 
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is, “silver” refers to women in the royal harem, and “vineyard” is Solomon’s 

Israel as in Isaiah 5:7, “For the vineyard of the LORD of hosts is the house 

of Israel”) and “keepers” are royal functionaries as in I Kings 4:7, “Solomon 

had twelve officers over all Israel, who provided food for the king and his 

household.”) The harem interpretation says that each tenant (keeper, eunuch) is 

required to bring (keep, find) Solomon young beautiful virgins for his huge 

harem (“1000 pieces of silver”), and that the tenants – non-eunuchs - (keepers) 

get to have meaningless sex with some in the harem (“200 pieces of silver”) for 

their own pleasure. 

Following the previous poem which contains a profound excursus on love, 

the husband-poet is saying, “Solomon can keep his huge silver collection 

(harem) guarded by “keepers” (eunuchs, others) (c.f., Esther 2:3, “And let [King 

Ahasuerus] appoint officers in all the provinces of his kingdom to gather all the beautiful young virgins to 

the harem in Susa the citadel, under custody of Hegai, the king’s eunuch, who is in charge of the 

women.”), I am content with “my one vineyard” (wife) (c.f., SS 6:8-10) and her 

“fruit” (peree) as in SS 2:3; 4:13 and 4:16 (“Let my beloved come into his garden and eat its 

choicest fruits (peree).”) My vineyard is worth more to me than all of your “silver” 

pieces because sex with “my one vineyard” is a reflection of an act of mutual 

love and not just sensual pleasure.” 

In verse 12, the husband argues that a devoted and faithful sexual 
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relationship is worth more than all the sexual activity in an uncommitted 

relationship. 

“I Found a Million Dollar Baby” 

"I Found a Million Dollar Baby (in a Five and Ten Cent Store)" was written by 

the great Harry Warren and Mort Dixon and Billy Rose in 1931 for the 

Broadway musical Billy Rose's Crazy Quilt, where it was sung by Fanny Brice. 

Many versions of the song were recorded in 1931, the most popular version
 
was 

by Bing Crosby. In 1975 Barbra Streisand recorded the song for the movie, 

Funny Lady, a bio-flick of Fanny Brice. Harry Warren is perhaps the most 

underrated composer in the American Songbook canon because he didn’t find 

great success on Broadway, but rather Hollywood. He was nominated 11 times 

for Academy Awards and won 3 times. He wrote songs for over 300 movies and 

won the first “gold record” for his song “Chattanooga Choo Choo in l942 for the 

movie, Sun Valley Serenade. 
It was a lucky April shower It was a most convenient storm I found a million dollar baby in a five 

and ten cent store The rain continued for an hour I hang around for three or four Around a 

million dollar baby in a five and ten cent store She was selling china And when she made those 

eyes I kept buying china until the crop got wise Incidentally If you should run into a shower Just 

step inside my cottage door And meet the million dollar baby from the five and ten cent store 

Incidentally If you should run into a shower Just step inside my cottage door And meet the 

million dollar baby from the five and ten Five and ten cents store. 

(“I Found a Million Dollar Baby” performed by Bing Crosby)(3:04) 

 

“I Love My Wife” 
“I Love My Wife” is a 1977 Broadway song written by Cy Coleman and Michael Stewart for their Tony Award-

winning risqué musical of the same name. The song closes the play which is a satire of the sexual revolution of 

the 1970s, where two married couples who have been close friends since high school find themselves 

contemplating a ménage-à-quatre on Christmas Eve. Old high school buddies Wally (Patrick Cassidy) and Alvin 

(Jason Alexander) discuss the possibility of adding some spice to their lives by having sex among the couples. 

Alvin suggests to his wife Cleo that they share their bed with Monica, Wally's wife. Cleo thinks that she would 

enjoy Wally. They agree that whoever enters first becomes the evening's partner, but the couple walks in 

together. The three discuss the situation after Monica has left, and decide on a foursome on Christmas Eve. Alvin 

and Cleo arrive for dinner and the later foursome on Christmas Eve, but while Monica is initially unhappy with 

the arrangement, she finally agrees. Too excited to eat, they undress and get into bed and take pot to relax.  

Wally suggests ideas from a sex manual, but after much discussion and arrangements, the middle-class group 

discards all of the ideas and Alvin and Wally sing the closing number, “I Love My Wife.” 
“My thoughts may stray, my eyes may roam, The neighbor's grass may seem much greener Than 

the grass right here at home.  If pretty girls excite me, well, that's life. But just in case, you didn't 

know, I love my wife.  My mind at times may dwell on sex. If someone's rating dreams then most 

of mine, I guess are double X.  So dimpled knees delight me, well, that's life But just in case, you 

hadn't heard, I love my wife.  Like bait that wriggles and it makes catfish bite, a lady jiggles and 

my eyes gotta light upon so sweet a sight.  And if I shake, break out in spots don't fret, it's not 

swine fever, dear. Your swine has merely got the hots.  If rosy lips invite me, well, that's life. But 

just in case, you couldn't guess I love my wife.  My mind at times may dwell on sex if someone's 

rating dreams then most of mine I guess are double X.  If rosy lips invite me, well, that's life but 
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just in case, you couldn't guess or hadn't heard, or didn't know I love my wife.  I love my wife I 

love my wife, mmm I love my wife.” 

(“I Love My Wife” performed by Jason Alexander/Patrick Cassidy)(3:56) 
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Biblical Songbook 

 “Be Like the Gazelle You Are Still to Me” 

8:13-14, (He) “You who sit (dwell) (hayyosebet) in the gardens with 

friends in attendance, let me hear your voice! (She) Sneak away (flee) 

(berah), my lover, and be like a gazelle or like a young stag on the 

spice-laden mountains.” 

 

Key thoughts: Here is the closing duet of yearning. After many years of 

marriage, the man still finds his wife romantic and peaceful (“sits in the garden,” 

SS 4:12; 5:1) and longs just to talk with the love of his life (“let me hear your 

voice”). The husband addresses his wife and she is urged not to spend too much 

time with her “friends” as time with her husband is now precious because of 

their age, and he gets lonely quicker than before. Earlier, in SS 2:14, he likens 

her voice to the sound of “doves.” He delights in conversation. Verse 13 are the 

final recorded words spoken by the husband to his wife who is momentarily 

apart from her long-time husband. He yearns to be with her, to hear her voice. 

So loving companionship, through conversation and sexual intimacy, is still a 

part of their marriage covenant. Their relationship has matured and deepened 

since the early verses in the collection (SS 2:14-17). Physical intimacy is still 

important (“on spice laden mountains”), but companionship has risen in 

importance. This poem is for us older married couples. 

And for her part, in verse 14 the wife remembers the “young” days of long 

ago and she urges him to “quickly” come to her, to “sneak away” from any and 
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all obstacles and commotion that separate them (SS 2:16). She wants her 

husband to “flee” from life’s entanglements (SS 2:15 = little foxes) to tenderly 

enjoy his own “mountains of spice.” She wants him to come to her with all the 

speed and virility as he can muster (“like a fleet-footed gazelle or a young stag”). 

Or as Ira Gershwin wrote in “Someone to Watch Over Me,” 

“Won't you tell him please to put on some speed, follow my lead, oh, 

how I need someone to watch over me.” 
 

The wife who is now older sings of her longing in this last poem as she 

once did as a teenager and then a teen-bride earlier in the collection. As an older 

woman, the wife has kept her sexual desire for her husband, perhaps not as 

ardent as the young woman did as a newly married teenager (SS 2:17), but she 

still delights in her husband, and wants him to delight in her as he once did on 

her “mountains of spice” (breasts) in SS 2:17; 4:6; and 5:13. 

For the loving couple enraptured with each other’s body, time does not 

extinguish the excitement of romantic intimacy and companionship, and we’ve 

seen that in Abraham and Sarah (Genesis 17:17, “Then Abraham fell on his face and laughed 

and said to himself, ‘Shall a child be born to a man who is a 100 years old? Shall Sarah, who is 90 years 

old bear a child?”) Isaac and Rebekah (Genesis 26:8, “When Isaac had been there a long time, 

Abimelech king of the Philistines looked down from a window and saw Isaac caressing his wife Rebekah.”) 

and Job and his wife (Job 42:12-13, “And the LORD blessed the latter days of Job more than his 

beginning. He had seven sons and three daughters.”) 
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Conclusion 

And then the entire collection of biblical love poems ends. 

There is no final sexual consummation. There is no conclusion. There is 

no resolution. No public display of affection. Just private adoration for each 

other after all these years. Unlike the American Songbook standards which 

usually resolve in harmony and satisfaction and contentment, the Song of Songs 

ends with “no satisfaction” (as Mick Jagger might say). The theme of the 

collection seems to be the continuing progress to mutual intimacy. 

However, complete or perfect intimacy is not the marriage goal but rather 

the marriage guide. From this perspective, SS 8:14 is a perfect, but mildly 

frustrating, chord to end the Song. Human love knows no definite consummation 

or absolute fulfillment or completion. We always long for more love and 

attention, but as Christians we will not get complete love until Paradise. 

As one commentator wrote,  

“The song never reaches completion, just like love, which is never 

satisfied; true love is always a quest, a going on, a looking forward” (John 

Snaith, Song of Songs, 1993). 

 

C.S. Lewis, in his The Great Divorce (1946), has an inhabitant of heaven 

saying, “Human beings can’t make one another really happy for long.” And 

Augustine warns us of the sinful defect of human love: Love is always reaching 

for more and it will only get more when it gets to heaven. The Song of Songs 
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tells us that spousal love, while exhilarating and priceless, is always yearning for 

more. 

The inspired collection of romantic songs is a picture of our earthly love 

for our Savior: Our human love is never good or deep nor reliable enough. Paul 

tells us in 1 Corinthians 13(12) that we see love now only in a “poor reflection 

but then we shall see love in full flower, face to face.” 

I mentioned earlier about the American Songbook being the best popular 

creation we have for God’s transcendence. Here it is “in full flower:” The 

providential purpose of earthly love and the cause of its sweet sorrow, 

theologically expressed in the Song of Songs collection and popularly expressed 

in the American Songbook collection, is to awaken in us the longing to 

experience that greater and perfect love which awaits us in God’s heavenly 

garden or vineyard or Paradise. As Hebrews 10:1 tells us, mortal, sensual, 

human love is “only a shadow of the good things that are coming – not the 

realities themselves.” The American Songbook canon is just a faint glimpse of 

the expression of love that awaits us in heaven. 

In the meantime, the message of the Biblical Songbook and the American 

Songbook is that we are to enjoy what God has given us with the taste of love 

with the “the spouse of the marriage covenant” (Malachi 2:14). 

“Our Love Is Here to Stay” 
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It is somewhat fitting that we close with a Gershwin number. “Our Love Is Here 

to Stay” is a song composed in l937 by George and Ira Gershwin. It was the last 

composition George Gershwin completed before his death in the summer of ‘37. 

Brother Ira wrote the words after George's death as a tribute to his brother’s 

passing: “It's very clear our love is here to stay. Not for a year, but ever and 

a day. The radio and the telephone and the movies that we know, may just 

be passing fancies and in time may go. But, oh, my dear, our love is here to 

stay.” Although George had not initially written a verse for the song, he did have an idea for it that both Ira 

and pianist/friend Oscar Levant had heard prior to his death. Later, Ira and Mr. Levant and composer Vernon 

Duke reconstructed the music for the verse at the beginning of the song. The song was first 

performed in the 1938 movie The Goldwyn Follies. George Gershwin never saw 

the song performed, of course. Ira recalls: “So little footage was given to ‘Love 

Is Here to Stay’ - I think only one refrain - that it meant little in the The Goldwyn 

Follies.” Pianist and Gershwin confidant, Oscar Levant remembers producer 

Sam Goldwyn calling George Gershwin into a conference one afternoon and 

insisting that he play the entire score for a panel of attendees. The experience 

infuriated George, who thought that he had progressed past this stage in his 

career as a composer. Writer S. N. Behrman visited Mr. Gershwin a few days 

before he died and wrote that George told him: “I had to live for this - that Sam 

Goldwyn should say to me: ‘Why don’t you write hits like Irving Berlin?’” 

 

Mr. Gershwin should have remembered the praise of the premier of his 

“Concerto in F” in 1925. In 1924 Walter Damrosch (1862-1950), composer and 

director of the New York Symphony Orchestra attended a concert arranged and 

conducted by band leader Paul Whiteman at Aeolian Hall in New York City 

titled An Experiment in Modern Music which became famous for the premiere of 

George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue, in which Mr. Gershwin performed on the 

piano. The day after the concert, Mr. Damrosch contacted Mr. Gershwin to 

commission from him a full-scale piano concerto for the New York Symphony 

Orchestra, closer in form to a classical concerto and orchestrated by Mr. 

Gershwin, himself. Gershwin’s finished work, “Concerto in F,” is just over half an hour. In the 

program notes for the 1925 performance, Maestro Damrosch wrote of Mr. 

Gershwin's compositions: "Various composers have been walking around jazz 

like a cat around a plate of soup, waiting for it to cool off so that they could 

enjoy it without burning their tongues, hitherto accustomed only to the more 

tepid liquids distilled by cooks of the classical school. Lady Jazz . . . has danced 

her way around the world . . . but for all her travels and sweeping popularity, she 

has encountered no knight who could lift her to a level that would enable her to 

be received as a respectable member of musical circles. George Gershwin seems 
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to have accomplished this miracle . . . boldly by dressing his extremely 

independent and up-to-date young lady in the classic garb of a concerto. . . . He 

is the Prince who has taken Cinderella by the hand and openly proclaimed her a 

princess to the astonished world, no doubt to the fury of her envious sisters." 

 

Back to our song, “Our Love is Here to Stay” did not reach the universal 

popularity it enjoys today until 1951 when it was famously sung by Gene Kelly 

to Leslie Caron on the banks of the Seine River in the Oscar winning film, An 

American in Paris.
 
The song later went on to appear in numerous other films (e.g., Forget Paris (1995), 

Woody Allen’s Manhattan (1979), When Harry Met Sally (1989) where it was sung by Louis Armstrong and 

Ella Fitzgerald, a 1955 episode of The Honeymooners when Alice turns to Ralph and says: “I loved you ever 

since the day I walked in your bus and you shortchanged me."
 

“It's very clear our love is here to stay Not for a year, but ever and a day The radio and the 

telephone and the movies that we know May just be passing fancies and in time may go. But, oh, 

my dear, our love is here to stay Together we're going a long, long way In time the Rockies may 

crumble, Gibraltar may tumble They're only made of clay But our love is here to stay In time the 

Rockies may crumble, Gibraltar may tumble They're only made of clay But our love is here to 

stay.” 

(“Our Love is Here to Stay” performed by Gene Kelly)(2:52) 

 

“Come Away to the Skies” 

Our church hymnals are sadly void of biblical love songs between a husband and 

a wife, but The Southern Harmony hymnal of 1835 gave us the Charles Wesley 

hymn “Come Away to the Skies” (#723). It is sad to observe that this beautiful 

hymn, written by Wesley to his wife, Sally, on her birthday (which he calls a 

“festival”) is now sung largely by women. It ought to be sung by us men, 

because it is a Christian husband’s hymn of love sung to his wife. Here are Mr. 

Wesley’s inspired words: 
“Come away to the skies, my beloved, arise, and rejoice in the day thou was born; on this festival 

day come exulting away. Now with singing and praise, let us spend all the days, by our heavenly 

father, bestowed. We with thanks do approve the design of that love, which hath joined us to 

Jesus’ dear name; to united in heart, let us never more part, till we meet at the feet of the Lamb.”  

Here is the Robert Shaw Festival Singers, including female singers, to end the presentation. 

(“Come Away to the Skies” performed by the Robert Shaw) 

 

“I Love Being Here With You” 

“I Love Being Here with You” is a song written by Peggy Lee and Bob Schluger in 1961 for Peggy Lee to sing. 

The clever lyrics were written by Ms Lee. 1958 was also the first year of the Grammy Awards and Ms. Lee’s hit 

"Fever," for which she wrote new lyrics, was nominated for four Grammys, including Song of the Year, Record 

of the Year and Best Vocal. She received eight more vocal nominations by 1969, the year she won for "Is That 

All There Is?" She published her first song in 1941 and her last song in 1986. 

“I love the East, I love the West And North and South, their both the best But I only want go 

there as a guest 'Cause I love being here with you. I love the sea, I love the shore I love the rocks 

and what is more With you there, they'd never be a bore 'Cause I love being here with you. 

Singing in the shower, laughing by the hour Life is such a breezy game Love all kinds of weather, 

long as we're together I love to hear you say my name. I love good wine and fine cuisine And 

candle light, I like the scene But baby if you know what I mean I love being here with you I love 
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being here with you. I like a dance by Fred Astaire And Brando's eyes, Yul Brynner's hair But I 

think to tell you's only fair That I love being here with you. And Cary Grant, oh do-dah-day His 

utter charm takes me away But don't get me wrong, how do you say I love being here with you. 

Basie's band a-swinging, I like Ella's singing Because there's something else, you know They know 

how to say it, they know how to play it They wind it up and let it go. I love the thrill of New York 

shows I'd love to kiss Durante's nose But I'd like to say before I close That I love, and is love, I 

love being here with you.” 

 

 “An Affair to Remember” 

"An Affair to Remember (Our Love Affair)" is a 1957 Hollywood song composed by Harry Warren and Harold 

Adamson for the film An Affair to Remember starring Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr. The song is sung by Vic 

Damone during the film's opening credits and then sung later by Deborah Kerr's character, but dubbed by Marni 

Nixon. The song has since became a jazz standard. The musical score was composed by the Oscar winning Hugo 

Friedhofer, one of the most respected of film scorers. Friedhofer, commenting on Mr. Warren’s song, wrote,  

“I was lucky with that one. Some of the title songs we have forced on us aren’t really worth using, but 

Harry’s melody was a beautiful, flexible thing. My only fear was that the producers, a notoriously tin-

eared lot, might be let to think this kind of treatment could be given songs of much less quality. 

However, with Harry Warren we were dealing with one of the most talented songwriters it has been our 

good fortune to have in the picture business.” 

“Our love affair is a wondrous thing that we'll rejoice in remembering. Our love was born with 

our first embrace and a page was torn out of time and space. Our love affair, may it always be a 

flame to burn through eternity. So take my hand with a fervent prayer that we may live and we 

may share a love affair to remember.” 
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